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Contributors
Although Barbara Corkey has been working on metabolic disease research since her teens, it
wasn’t until her 40s that she began graduate school. Nonetheless, “I have essentially been doing
independent research all my life,” she explains. “I’ve always been in a lab, and I’ve always been
focused on metabolic disease.” Corkey earned her PhD in 1981 researching branched-chain amino
acid metabolism at the University of Pennsylvania and joined the faculty at Boston University
in 1986. Since then, she’s focused on fat metabolism and the role of insulin. “If there’s one goal
I’ve always had, it is to cure diabetes,” she says. Corkey currently serves as director of the Obesity
Research Center at Boston Medical Center, and her awards include the American Diabetes Association’s Banting Medal for Scientific Achievement.
In “Pinpointing the Cause” on page 30, Corkey explores possible factors contributing to type 2 diabetes.
Understanding how tissues regenerate following injury has been the focus of Jeff Biernaskie’s
research for nearly two decades. After earning a BSc in neuroscience at the University of Lethbridge, Alberta, in 1998, Biernaskie began a PhD at Memorial University, Newfoundland, where he
studied how neural stem cells in the brain respond to injury and rehabilitation. The work involved
training rats to use limbs affected by stroke—a task achieved with M&Ms, he explains, because
“rats really like chocolate.” After a postdoc at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, Biernaskie started his own lab at Calgary University’s veterinary school in 2012, and has broadened his
research to study tissue regeneration and stem cell function in both skin and the nervous system.
Waleed Rahmani developed a fascination with stem cells as an undergraduate at the University
of Victoria, British Columbia, and a research placement in 2009 with Andras Nagy at the University
of Toronto convinced him to pursue it further. “Part of my work involved developing an online database of transgenic mice used in stem cell research,” he recalls. “I was exposed to many regenerative
medicine studies. It really captured my interest.” After graduating, Rahmani moved to Jeff Biernaskie’s
lab at the University of Calgary to work on skin stem cells and helped discover a bipotent dermal stem
cell within adult hair follicles. Having recently completed his PhD, Rahmani is now attending medical
school at Calgary and plans to enter the field of regenerative medicine.
When Sarthak Sinha’s family emigrated to Canada from India, Sinha says he was exposed to all
sorts of opportunities he hadn’t had back home. He took part in various science fairs and competitions, and by the age of 14 had joined Jeff Biernaskie’s lab as a high school research assistant. “From
there, I’ve always been interested in stem cells and regenerative medicine,” says Sinha, who has continued to work in Biernaskie’s lab on a series of projects examining the role of stem cells in wound
repair. Already an author on two published papers, Sinha is now a second-year undergraduate at the
University of Toronto and hopes to become a clinician scientist.
Rahmani, Sinha, and Biernaskie discuss the importance of understanding interactions between
stem cells and the immune system in “Cellular Teamwork” on page 36.
While an undergraduate in philosophy at Dartmouth College, Anthony Ryan Hatch took a
part-time job as an administrative assistant at Emory University in Atlanta. The work offered him
research experience on a health intervention project targeting black youth and kindled an interest in the ties between race and public health. For his MA and PhD in sociology at the University
of Maryland, College Park, Hatch focused on the causes of health inequality. “The more I read, the
more I kept seeing claims being made by scientists that reminded me of old-school scientific racism,” he says. Exploring perceptions of race in biomedical science, he spent five years as a professor at the Georgia State University before joining the faculty at Wesleyan University in Connecticut in 2015.
Hatch traces the relationships between race and metabolic syndrome in “Sugar and Society”
on page 62, an essay based on his new book Blood Sugar: Racial Pharmacology and Food Justice in
Black America.
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The Tides of Change
Marine pathogens ﬂourish in oceans that
are warmer and more acidic.
BY MARY BETH ABERLIN
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fornia’s coast
(page 49).
See also
reports of
recent publications on the role of archaea in seafloor sediments (page 44) and a method for studying
amino acid assimilation by coastal bacterioplankton (page 45), and read about deep reefs discovered
off the mouth of the Amazon River and elsewhere
(page 17) and the 1874 documentation of a complete
giant squid specimen (page 68).
As coral reefs offer habitats for an incredible
variety of species, special niches in the human body
harbor the tissue-specific stem cells necessary for
replacing old or damaged cells. And similar to the
symbioses so vital to life in reefs, the participation of
the body’s immune cells is necessary to keep those
tissue-renewal processes running smoothly. Read
about it in “Cellular Teamwork” (page 36).
In this month’s third feature, on type 2 diabetes,
Boston University School of Medicine’s Barbara Corkey (“Pinpointing the Cause,” page 30) proposes that
reducing elevated levels of lipids and insulin can
yield better diabetes therapies. Rather than targeting insulin resistance, treatment strategies should
shift to those that protect pancreatic beta cells, Corkey suggests.
Both Lab Tools articles focus on statistics and
data mining. “Pointing in the Right Direction”
(page 50) examines the use and misuse of composite endpoints in clinical trials and how to make such
endpoints meaningful. “Exome Exercises” (page 54)
reviews three software tools aimed at making it easier to identify and understand genes and variants
involved in rare genetic diseases.
If you visit or swim in one of Earth’s oceans this
sum sum summertime, I hope this issue will have you
thinking about all that’s going on under the sea. J

Editor-in-Chief
eic@the-scientist.com

ANDRZEJ KRAUZE

J

uly always puts me in mind of the doo wop
refrain: Summertime, summertime, sum sum
summertime. My family decamped to the Jersey Shore every summer, and the months I spent
there left me with a lifelong love of the ocean: beachcombing for hours to see what the sea had spit onto
the sand, surfcasting for bluefish or yummier blowfish to cook for dinner. Later, on trips to warmer
climes, snorkeling on the Great Barrier Reef and
diving in the Caribbean revealed technicolor coral
reefs and fishes as astonishingly beautiful as the
marine organisms pictured on this month’s cover.
But the oceans of my youth mean something
different to me now—less mysterious on some levels, yet even more fascinating. Much more is known
about their denizens, thanks to marine scientists and advances in research technology: undersea exploration vehicles can probe to extraordinary
depths; worldwide expeditions have collected specimens ranging in size from viruses to whales.
Unfortunately, a lot of what marine biologists
are learning is alarming. In “Sea Sickness” (page 22),
science writer Christie Wilcox reports on the effects
of rising ocean temperatures and acidity on a wide
range of sea creatures. “The barrier reef north of
Cairns will not look again how it did in my lifetime,”
Terry Hughes, director of the Australian Resource
Council’s Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, told Wilcox about the worst coral bleaching event
ever to hit the northern part of the Great Barrier
Reef. And the warming and acidifying seas appear to
be contributing to a spike in diseased animals from
sea stars to lobsters, from fishes to humans.
Other articles in this issue also focus on marine
research. Behavioral ecologist Peter Tyack, this
month’s profilee (“Sounds from the Seas,” page 46),
has spent four decades listening to whales sing and
dolphins communicate with their companions, and
studying how cetaceans have recomposed their
songs to deal with man-made noise—from ship
engines, oil rigs, and naval sonar. Scientist to Watch
Tessa Hill, of the University of California, Irvine,
plots the corrosive effects of ocean acidification on
mussels growing in the lab or in tidal pools on Cali-

QUOTES

Speaking of Science
Further understanding of
genetic blueprints could come
from construction of large,
gigabase-sized animal and plant
genomes, including the human
genome, which would in turn
drive development of tools and
methods to facilitate large-scale
synthesis and editing of genomes.
To this end, we propose the
Human Genome Project–Write
(HGP-write).
—New York University geneticist Jef Boeke and 24 others,
in a Science Perspective about the launching of a new
genomic-scale engineering project (June 3)

© ANDREA DANTI/SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

There are only limited ethical
concerns about synthesizing
segments of DNA for laboratory
experiments. But whole-genome,
whole-organism synthesis
projects extend far beyond
current scientific capabilities,
and immediately raise numerous
ethical and philosophical
red f lags.

[Viruses], not lions, tigers or bears, sit masterfully
above us on the food chain of life, occupying a role
as alpha predators who prey on everything and are
preyed upon by nothing.
—Claus Wilke and Sara Sawyer, virologists at the University of Texas at Austin and
the University of Colorado Boulder, respectively, in a recent eLife commentary on how
viruses drive evolution and adaptation in human and other mammalian genomes (May 17)

In the tale of Chicken Little, reasonable farm animals
could disagree about whether the sky was falling, but no
one had any misconceptions about what the petite poulet
was chirping about. The discussion of reproducibility
needs its own lingua franca.

—Francis Collins, director of the National Institutes of Health,
speaking about the ethical pitfalls of HGP-write (June 2)

I think it’s ethically dubious to run the Olympics
when you’ve got an epidemic of a virus that we
don’t understand very well.
—New York University bioethicist Arthur Caplan, warning of the potential
dangers to visitors and athletes attending this year’s Olympics in Rio de Janeiro
as the Zika virus continues to spread around the Americas (June 3)

—Journalists Ivan Oransky and Adam Marcus, writing in STAT about
a recent Science Translational Medicine paper that bemoans a lack of consensus
on deﬁning “reproducibility” (June 1)

If I would be an athlete competing, from what
I’ve read, I would be more concerned about the
pollution in the water than Zika.
— Alessandro Vespignani, physicist at Northeastern University in Boston,
on the fears being expressed about holding the Olympics this summer
in Rio de Janeiro (June 3)
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FREEZE FRAME

Caught on Camera
Selected Images of the Day from the-scientist.com

WATER WORLD

»
»

Three orbicular batﬁsh
(Platax orbicularis) swim
through mangrove roots off
Raja Ampat, Indonesia.
Posted: April 29, 2016

MULLET MARBLES

Each of these spheres is a developing
sea mullet (Mugil cephalus) embryo.
Posted: April 18, 2016
PRETTY POLYPS

»

The stony twists and
turns of this giant brain
coral (Colpophyllia natans)
are formed from calcium
carbonate secreted
by tiny polyps.
Posted: January 14, 2016
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RAKING IT IN

»

Barnacles use long, wispy appendages,
imaged here using confocal microscopy, to
sweep passing plankton into their shells.
Posted: February 2, 2016

DEGRADING DEEPWATER

»

ORIGIN STORY

»

Marine bacteria helped break
down the hydrocarbons in this
slick caused by the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico in 2010.
Posted: May 17, 2016

Gill arches, situated below the eyes in this
skeletal preparation of a late-stage little skate
(Leucoraja erinacea) embryo, may provide
clues about limb evolution in tetrapods.
Posted: April 20, 2016

Water World: University of Miami Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science Underwater Photography Contest Best Overall Image, Beth Watson, Mangroves and Orbicular Batfish (Platax
orbicularis), Raja Ampat, Indonesia; Pretty Polyps: Royal Society Publishing Photography Competition 2015, Evan D’Alessandro; Mullet Marbles: Nikon 2015 Photomicrography Competition, Hannah
Sheppard-Brennand; Raking it in: 2014 Olympus Bioscapes Competition, Igor Siwanowicz; Degrading Deepwater: Dr. Luke McKay, Biofilm Center of Montana State University; Origin Story: J. Andrew Gillis

NEWS AND ANALYSIS

Babe Sleeps
with the Fishes
When forensic entomologist Gail Anderson gave talks to police officers about what
insects can do to dead bodies, inevitably
somebody would ask her what happens
to bodies dumped in the ocean. But with
almost no work done on human decomposition in marine environments, “I couldn’t
give them an answer,” the Simon Fraser
University researcher says.
Around 2000, Robert Teather, a
decorated officer in British Columbia’s Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) and founder of its Underwater
Recovery Team, asked Anderson why she
didn’t take matters into her own hands
1 4 T H E SC I EN T I ST | the-scientist.com

and do some marine studies herself. The
answer, she told him, was simply a matter of resources. “I said, ‘I’d love to, but
you’d need boats, and you’d need divers,’”
she recalls. “And he said, ‘Gail, we have
boats [and] divers.’”
So Anderson teamed up with the
RCMP, along with the Canadian Coast
Guard, Canadian Amphibious Search
Team, and the Vancouver Aquarium, to
place freshly killed pigs, straight from the
butcher, in British Columbia’s Howe Sound
and watch what happened. The team found
that decomposition was influenced by sediment type and whether the carcasses,
which were tethered to the bottom, floated
or sank—and that the deterioration of the
carcasses generally resembled what could
be extrapolated from investigations of
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PORK DINNERS: Gail Anderson’s experimental

setup included two pig carcasses, one caged and
one uncaged, sunk to waiting scavengers on the
ocean ﬂoor.

human remains that had been recovered
from the ocean (Int J Legal Med, 118:20609, 2004). “It was really interesting but
it was obviously limiting,” Anderson says,
noting that divers could only check on the
pigs every few days, and even those efforts
depended on the weather. Moreover, they
could only run the experiment at relatively
shallow depths of up to 15 meters.
Anderson didn’t pursue the matter
further until several years later, after
giving a talk at the University of Victoria. “I was presenting my usual murder and maggots stuff,” she says, but she

G.S ANDERSON, L.S. BELL, PLOS ONE, 11:E0149107, 2016.

Notebook

also briefly mentioned the work she had
done with pig carcasses in Howe Sound.
After her lecture, marine biologist Verena Tunnicliffe approached her with an
offer she couldn’t refuse: “[She] said,
‘I’m about to put a camera on the bottom of the ocean. Would you like to put
a pig under it?’” Anderson recalls.
Tunnicliffe had helped develop Ocean
Networks Canada’s Victoria Experimental
Network Under the Sea (VENUS) observatory, an underwater lab controlled from
the surface via fiber optic cables. VENUS
was the perfect opportunity for Anderson
to test what happens to pig carcasses at
100 meters deep in the Saanich Inlet and
to monitor decomposition 24/7. “It was
terribly exciting,” Anderson says. “I was
able to control my camera on my laptop
[from] anywhere in the world.”
Anderson and her colleagues ran the
experiment with a single pig carcass per
year for three consecutive years. The first
two carcasses were quickly scavenged
by crustaceans, including larger species
such as squat lobsters (Munida quadrispina), Alaskan prawns (Pandalus platyceros), and Dungeness crabs (Metacarcinus magister), as well as small amphipods
commonly called sea lice (Orchomenella
obtusa). But the third carcass stuck
around, seemingly unchanged, for nearly
three months. Then, suddenly, the scavengers swooped in and skeletonized the
pig’s body (PLOS ONE, 9:e110710, 2014).
“The driving force in the whole thing
was oxygen,” Anderson explains. The
researchers had placed the weighted carcasses in a spot that was, at times, almost
completely devoid of oxygen, but would
receive flushes of oxygenated water.
The first two carcasses were deployed
at times of relatively high oxygen levels, while the third was placed when the
water was almost completely anoxic.
Then, following a seasonal freshwater
flush, the crustaceans and other organisms showed up. “Suddenly I turned the
camera and there was a sea of fish—the
oxygen had come back,” Anderson says.
Given the dramatic effect of the local
conditions, Anderson and her colleagues
decided they needed to repeat the experi-

ment in different locations. Taking advantage of another VENUS node in the Strait
of Georgia, the researchers sank a pig to
300 meters and watched with anticipation. “Within half an hour there were a
whole bunch of sharks,” Anderson recalls;
the carcass was completely devoured. “It
was a hit video,” she joked, but it didn’t
tell them much about decomposition in
the absence of predators.

The interesting thing is, you
can skeletonize a dead body
in just a few days.
—Achim Reisdorf, University of Basel

So the researchers developed a cage
system and sent down two more carcasses, one in the cage and one uncaged.
The sharks came again, but for whatever
reason they were not as efficient as this
time, biting at the uncaged carcass but
leaving it relatively intact. Then came
the amphipods. “Within a couple of
hours, the carcasses were covered,” says
Anderson, who affectionately refers to
the amphipods as “maggots of the sea.”
Within a few days, the amphipods had
stripped the carcasses of flesh (PLOS
ONE, 11:e0149107, 2016).
“The interesting thing is, you can
skeletonize a dead body in just a few
days,” says Achim Reisdorf, a paleontologist at the University of Basel’s Institute of Geology and Paleontology who
has collaborated with Anderson in the
past but was not involved in these studies. “That’s really, really fast, and that’s a
really important result of the study.”
The amphipods also appeared to repel
all other animals, even the sharks, which
would take a bite of the pig carcass and
then immediately spit it out and send the
amphipods shooting through their gill
slits. And it may not just be the amphipods’
presence and bites that drive away other
organisms; Anderson suspects that the
tiny crustaceans were somehow causing
the decline in local oxygen levels that she
and her colleagues recorded. Unlike Saanich Inlet, the Strait of Georgia is normally
well oxygenated, “but when the amphi-

pods were there, oxygen just dropped like
a rock,” she says. “I think that was driving
the [other] animals away.”
This finding may be of use to forensic scientists, Anderson notes. Although
more work is needed, she speculates
that there might be ways to detect that
change in oxygen levels to help recovery divers locate a body. She also wonders if the amphipods’ chomping might
be audible with special equipment. “On
land, you can hear [maggots] when you
get close,” she says. “So I suspect you’re
going to be able to hear the action of the
little amphipods.” Meanwhile, her collaborator Lynne Bell is examining the
pigs’ skeletal remains to look for physical
evidence of the feeding frenzy. “Marks
made by insects [can be] mistaken for
torture,” says Anderson. “It’s very important to be able to understand these kinds
of things.”
“I believe that studies like this are
very valuable to the field of forensic science, as they allow forensic experts to
increase the accuracy of their postmortem interval calculations,” says Michael
Humphreys, a forensic scientist at the
Solano County, California, Sheriff ’s
Office who has studied decomposition
patterns in freshwater environments.
Of course, he notes, the processes will
likely differ based on climate and other
factors, so similar studies should be carried out in different areas and at different times of year.
Anderson couldn’t agree more. “Ocean
Networks Canada has gone into much
deeper water, and that is our hope next.”
—Jef Akst

Double Talk
For years, doctors and teachers warned
bilingual parents not to expose their
young children to a second language, for
fear they would suffer language confusion and language delays. New research
is helping pediatricians and parents better understand the benefits of learning a
second language, even for children who
have yet to utter their first word.
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that the neural and cognitive advantages may start much earlier than adulthood, perhaps even in preverbal children
exposed to more than one language.
One study, from Naja Ferjan
Ramirez and colleagues at the University
of Washington, found that 11-month-old
babies who have yet to utter their first
words but are exposed to bilingual family members exhibit stronger brain activity in areas related to executive function
compared with babies raised in monolingual home environments.
Ferjan Ramirez says the babies were
tested using a completely noninvasive
and silent brain recording technique
called MEG (magnetoencephalography),
which maps brain activity by measuring
magnetic changes in neural tissue. “We
put them in this high chair, and we played
language sounds for them. Some of these
sounds were common to both Spanish
and English, some were specific to Spanish and some were specific to English.”
Ferjan Ramirez says her results
showed that the brains of the monolingual babies were specialized to process
the sounds of English while the bilin-

gual babies were trained to process the
sounds of both languages equally (Dev
Sci, doi:10.1111/desc.12427, 2016). “We
looked across the entire brain surface
to see where in the brain do these two
groups differ. In the bilingual babies we
see stronger responses in the prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex. And these
areas are known to be involved in executive functioning.”
Executive functioning is critical to
real-life tasks including the ability to
shift attention, to plan or juggle multiple
tasks simultaneously, and to think more
flexibly. Bilingual babies may therefore have a leg up in this era of constant
technology and the temptation to be distracted or to multitask.

In the bilingual babies
we see stronger responses
in the prefrontal and orbitofrontal cortex.
—Naja Ferjan Ramirez,
University of Washington

Ferjan Ramirez’s study was the first
to use MEG to do whole-brain analyses
comparing activity patterns in the brains
of bilingual and monolingual babies in
response to speech. The work indicates that
young babies are practicing tasks related
to executive function even before they can
speak. Ferjan Ramirez says the results suggested that not only is second-language
exposure good for children, but early childhood is an ideal time for them to learn.
Other research also points to the benefits of speaking two tongues. In the lab of
Diane Poulin-Dubois at Concordia University in Montreal, Canada, 39 bilingual
toddlers were compared with 43 monolingual toddlers when they were 24 months
old and then again when the children were
31 months old. Cristina Crivello, a graduate student in Poulin-Dubois’s lab, says the
bilingual toddlers performed better than
the monolingual toddlers on tasks assessing selective attention and cognitive flexibility (J Exp Child Psych, 141:121-32, 2016).
“Selective attention refers to focusing on
relevant information while ignoring dis-

ANDRZEJ KRAUZE

University of Delaware speech-language pathologist Aquiles Iglesias has
helped develop tests to measure whether
bilingual children, raised in environments
where English and Spanish are used, truly
have language delays, or are simply limited
in their exposure to English. Pinpointing
the difference has long perplexed educators. Iglesias says research now shows conclusively that bilingualism does not cause
a language delay in children (Am J SpeechLanguage Path, 23:574-86, 2014). “If you
look at both languages simultaneously—
like what we try to do in our assessment—
then these kids are functioning fine,” he
says. “If typically developing one-and-ahalf-year-old kids have 50 words, for these
dual-language learners they might have 50
words, but they’re not all in one language.”
With the old theory of speech delay
cast in doubt, scientists are uncovering
previously underappreciated benefits of
bilingualism: a host of neural and health
benefits for bilingual adults, including
improved ability to recover from stroke
and an increased volume of gray matter
(Cereb Cortex, doi:10.1093/cercor/bhv152,
2015). And recent research has suggested
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tracting information, and cognitive flexibility refers to the mental ability to switch
between thinking about two different concepts,” Crivello says. That could have realworld consequences: a child with high
selective-attention abilities could have an
easier time reading a book in a noisy classroom, for example, she says.
Their results also showed that the more
toddlers engaged in language switching—
as indicated by an increase in doublets in
their vocabulary (e.g., “dog” in English and
“chien” in French)—over a seven-month
period, the more benefits they accrued in
mental flexibility.
To assess the children’s conflictinhibition abilities, the study participants were asked to put little blocks in
a little bucket and big blocks in a big
bucket, then told to do the opposite. By
performing this “reverse-categorization
task,” the children were being forced to
ignore certain conflicting information—
namely the size of a block relative to the
size of a bucket. That challenge of selection and inhibition, Crivello says, is similar to the choices a bilingual baby’s brain
must make regularly. When a person
speaks two languages, she explains, the
dominant theory in the literature is that
“when you’re using one of them, you’re
inhibiting the other one because both
languages are constantly activated.” That
is especially true in cases where a word
is more easily accessible in one language,
but the brain must inhibit that impulse
and instead reach for the word in the
other language. Since bilingual kids are
practiced at this form of inhibition, they
tend to perform better on such tasks.
The greater the overlap in a child’s two
vocabularies, Crivello adds, the greater
the inhibition that must take place, so
the greater the cognitive benefits.
—Elizabeth Fieldler

Hidden Reefs
In 2012, Fabiano Thompson boarded the
US Navy research vessel Atlantis and set
out into the Atlantic Ocean. He and his
colleagues were aiming for a patch of

water off the coast of Brazil about 80 to
180 kilometers from the mouth of the
Amazon River. Their mission: to find a
previously unexplored reef system located
in the unlikeliest of places.
“If you look at textbooks, they say that
reefs do not form at large river mouths such
as the Amazon,” says Thompson, a microbiologist at the Federal University of Rio
de Janeiro in Brazil. “We’re talking about a
river that is exporting over 300,000 cubic
meters of water per second into the ocean.”
Large volumes of muddy freshwater—
according to accepted wisdom—disrupt the
preferred habitats of marine reef-building
organisms, including corals and coralline
algae such as rhodoliths.
But Thompson, along with Carlos
Rezende of the State University of Northern Rio de Janeiro and colleagues in Brazil and the U.S., had reason to believe
the textbooks were wrong. “We had two
leads to base our research on,” Thompson says. “The first was a study published
in 1977, describing the presence of fish
and sponges at the mouth of the Amazon
River. The second was a publication from
1999 . . . reporting the presence of corals.”
During the 2012 expedition, and a subsequent trip in 2014, the team deployed a
barrage of equipment, including a multibeam echosounder to map the ocean
floor—30 meters to 120 meters down—
coring machines to remove samples, and
trawl nets to collect larger animals. Earlier this year, they reported their findings:

AMAZONIAN SURPRISE: Fabiano Thompson and

colleagues have started mapping a large coral reef
(top) beneath the murky plume of water ﬂowing
from the Amazon into the Atlantic Ocean (bottom).

a 9,500 square kilometer carbonate reef
system, spread along a 50-kilometer by
1,000-kilometer corridor parallel to the
coast. The reef comprises mostly rhodoliths and sponges, the team found, and
supports a bustling community of fish
and crustaceans, all thriving beneath the
murky plume of the Amazon River (Sci
Adv, 2:e1501252, 2016).
Despite the inevitable astonishment
that met this discovery, the fact that the
Amazon reef has remained “hidden from
view” until now is perhaps not so surprising, says marine biologist J. Murray Roberts of Heriot Watt University in the U.K.
“We know very little about what’s at the
bottom of the ocean, even in areas that
are relatively well studied like the Amazon river basin,” he says. Until the 1990s,
it was generally accepted that reefs—
particularly those built by corals—were
07.2016 | THE SCIENTIST 1 7
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restricted to shallow warm water with
high light penetration. Indeed, such reefs,
which Roberts refers to as “the ones we
see on our holidays,” have traditionally
been the main focus of research. But perspectives have been evolving as technology has taken science deeper into the
world’s oceans.
“Practically, it’s got easier,” says marine
geoscientist Veerle Huvenne, whose work
involves mapping complex deep-sea habitats with the U.K.’s National Oceanography
Centre. Along with echosounders like the
one Atlantis used to map the topology of
the ocean floor, “we also have robotic vehicles that we can send down to the seabed
that allow us to have a much closer inspection of those reefs,” she explains.
Tethered remote operated vehicles
(ROVs), for example, allow researchers to
explore environments from the safety of
a research vessel using a hand-held controller. And free-swimming autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) following preprogrammed routes can cover large areas
to survey potential reef locations. “First
it’s a matter of finding what’s there,” says
Huvenne. “Second, it’s understanding.
When you understand, you can start predicting other places these [reefs] will be.”
Progress has been significant in the last
20 years. Now it’s known that in contrast
to the well-studied light-loving corals of
the shallow tropics, many coralline algae
and coral species—including several found
in the Amazon reef—are adapted to mesophotic, or mid-light, conditions, while socalled “cold-water” corals build extensive reefs in the darkness of the deep sea,
sometimes thousands of meters underwater or at latitudes far removed from
the tropics. Roberts’s team, for instance,
located a large Lophelia coral reef that has
been growing for almost 4,000 years just a
few kilometers off Mingulay Island in the
Outer Hebrides, Scotland (Coral Reefs,
24:654-69, 2005); other assemblages have
been identified as far north as the Canadian Arctic.
These discoveries, plus increasingly
sophisticated surveys, are helping scientists
understand the distribution and diverse
ecology of the world’s reefs, says Harvey
1 8 T H E SC I EN T I ST | the-scientist.com

In that “twilight zone,” as
it’s known, I think the more
we explore the more we’re
going to ﬁnd long stretches
of these mesophotic reefs
all over the world.
—Andrea Quattrini,
Harvey Mudd College

Mudd College’s Andrea Quattrini, a coral
researcher who has assisted in mapping
the seafloor along the eastern coast of the
U.S. and the Gulf of Mexico. It’s quite possible, she adds, that the Amazon reef won’t
be the last surprise in the understudied
gloomy regions between around 30 meters
and 150 meters. “In that ‘twilight zone,’ as
it’s known, I think the more we explore the
more we’re going to find long stretches of
these mesophotic reefs all over the world.”
As they’re being discovered, documenting and protecting these hidden reefs is
becoming a priority. Bottom trawling by
fishing boats slices through the seabed, posing a serious threat to deep-sea habitats;
the Amazon reef system, home to significant fisheries of red snapper and spiny lobster, faces possible damage from drilling by
oil companies. And reefs at all depths are
at risk from ocean acidification weakening
their carbonate skeletons, as Roberts and
colleagues recently demonstrated in Lophelia pertusa (Proc R Soc B, doi:10.1098/
rspb.2015.0990, 2015). Understanding reef
distribution has become a crucial prerequisite for projections and conservation efforts.
For Federal University’s Thompson, that
means getting back on a boat. “We proposed
a system with over 9,000 square kilometers,
but were able to navigate and map only 10
percent of this,” he says. “We’ll have to go
back there many times, refine our maps and
put more pixels in our photographs. We’ve
got our work cut out for many, many years!”
—Catherine Offord

Office Mates
Although we normally associate microbial assemblages with mammalian guts, it
turns out buildings have microbiomes too.

For the last decade, Scott Kelley, a biologist at San Diego State University, and
his fellow pioneers in the growing field
of built-environment microbiology have
been studying factors that shape those
microbial communities and how they
affect the health of people who work and
live in them. “Westerners spend about 90
percent of their time indoors,” says Kelley.
“We would like to know exactly what’s in
there and who’s growing. Is it dangerous?
How different is it from the outside?”
As a postdoc in the lab of Norman
Pace at the University of Colorado Boulder, Kelley spent his days sampling
things like shower curtains and pools.
As he and his colleagues catalog the bacteria and fungi populating our homes,
offices, and hospitals, they’ve highlighted
the importance of variables such as geography (PLOS ONE, 7:e37849, 2012) and
building ventilation (ISME J, 6:1469-79,
2012). But they have run up against one
very important and hard-to-isolate variable: building materials. The question of
whether different types of indoor surfaces
or building materials favor some microbial communities over others has complicated indoor-microbiome research
because building material can’t always
be separated from other variables, such
as location or usage. One would be hardpressed, for example, to find an office
with carpet on a surface other than the
floor, or ceiling tiles that ever have contact with the bottoms of people’s feet. “It’s
hard to decouple all these different factors,” says Sean Gibbons, a postdoc who
studies human microbiomes at MIT. He
says most indoor-microbiome research
has not tried to control for the types or
locations of surfaces sampled within a
given room.
Kelley and colleagues at Northern
Arizona University (NAU) and the University of Toronto took on the challenge.
They designed an experiment to zero
in on the influences of geographic location, position within a room (floor, wall,
or ceiling), occupants of the room, and
type of building material. For a year, 11
people in Toronto, San Diego, and Flagstaff, Arizona, worked in offices with

KATE LAUE; JEFF KLINE

swatches of drywall on the ceiling, carpet on the wall, ceiling tile on the floor,
and so on. Each of the three materials
was mounted in each of the three locations in three rooms per building. Sensors
mounted with the swatches kept track of
the rooms’ temperatures, humidity, and
even occupancy. The team sampled each
of the swatches periodically throughout
the year. Although the inhabitants of
each room were instructed not to touch
the swatches, the researchers also collected microbiome samples from the skin,
noses, mouths, and stool of each individual working in the nine offices, as well as
from the researchers taking the samples.
The researchers amplified 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequences from the samples to get a picture of what bacterial and
fungal taxa occupied each swatch at different times throughout the year. It took
another year for the study’s first author,
then NAU graduate student John Chase,
to analyze the mountain of sequences representing microbial communities present on each surface, in each location, at
each time point (mSystems, 1:e00022-16,
2016). He found that microbiome richness
on the swatches was mainly influenced
by their location within a room and the
offices’ geographic locations. Not surprisingly, swatches kept on the floor collected
larger and more diverse microbiota—due
to gravity, Kelley says. The drivers of cityspecific differences were harder to nail
down. The Flagstaff offices, for example,
had microbiomes that were more phylogenetically diverse compared with those of
the other two locations, but it’s not clear
if this reflects differences between the cities’ microbiomes or differences in exposure to outdoor microbiota. However,
since each of the three offices in a given
city had different numbers of windows and
occupants, Kelley says geography is likely
a stronger factor than outdoor exposure.

The relationship to geographic location was consistent with what Kelley and
others have reported before, as were the
most frequent phyla identified: Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria. Using
machine-learning techniques, Chase and his
colleagues found they could use microbiome
data to accurately predict the city of origin
for their samples 85 percent of the time.

The biggest identifiable source of
microbes in the swatch communities was
the skin microbiota of the humans using
the room. Human skin bacteria made up 25
percent to 30 percent of the swatch microbiomes, even though there was no direct contact between office inhabitants and the test
surfaces. Instead, microbes were likely shed
from office workers’ microbial clouds, the

MICROBIAL COWORKERS: Infrared (top)

and normal (bottom) images of microbiologist
Jessica Green taking a built-environment
microbiome sample from a desktop surface
in a classroom at the Lillis Business Complex
at the University of Oregon.
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constellation of fungi, bacteria, and viruses
that encircles each one of us. Regardless
of which surfaces the microbes landed on,
once settled they stayed largely the same. In
fact, the main variable the team was interested in—building material—had no influence on microbiome composition or richness. “These surfaces are just sort of inert,”
says Gibbons; built environments are pretty
much just passive accumulators of microbes.
“It’s like we’re living in these inert boxes.”
And the microbiology that is present is
largely derived from humans, “so we’re sort
of stewing in our own microbial soup. That
might be a bad thing.”
Aside from things like toxic mold,
Gibbons says, the relationship between
built-environment microbiomes and
human health is largely undefined. For
example, it’s unclear how built-environment microbiome compositions
mesh with the hygiene hypothesis—the
idea that a dearth of exposure to out-

door microbes contributes to higher
incidences of autoimmune and allergic disease. “[Built environments] act
as barriers between us and the types of
microbial diversity we should be exposed
to, especially during childhood when our
immune systems are developing,” says
Gibbons. It’s not clear whether some
indoor microbiomes could exacerbate
or remedy this issue.
Although his study provides a good
springboard from which to launch further indoor microbiome research, Kelley
is not ready to discount building material
as an important variable just yet. “If it’s
normally a dry indoor place, we’re seeing
that you’re not getting much difference
between the materials,” he says. “Once
they get wet, though, that’s a totally open
question.” He and his colleagues intend to
test which microbes will populate building materials once they get wet or start
to break down.

According to Jessica Green, director
of the Biology and the Built Environment
Center at the University of Oregon, building-material composition may matter for
high-touch areas, such as countertops in
hospitals. “We know that in health-care
environments, design commonly steers
away from carpets,” she says. “There is
some evidence to suggest that there’s a
lower risk of infection in a high-copper
environment, for example.”
It is also possible that building material could influence microbial gene
expression or viability. “[16S ribosomal
RNA gene sequencing] gives you a picture of all microbes that are on a surface, whether they are dead, dormant, or
alive,” says Green. Focusing on living or
metabolically active communities could
give totally different results. “There are
all kinds of directions that this research
could go.”
—Amanda B. Keener

MODUS OPERANDI

Bound and Tagged
An RNA-editing approach reveals targets of RNA-binding proteins in speciﬁc cells.
BY RUTH WILLIAMS

R

NA-binding proteins (RBPs) inﬂuence, among other things, the
stability, splicing, nuclear export, and translation of their target
transcripts. Identifying RBP-RNA interactions is thus of great
value for understanding gene expression, cellular functions, and more.
A common method for identifying RBP targets is to cross-link and
immunoprecipitate the RBP-RNA complexes from cell extracts. However,
says Roy Parker of the University of Colorado Boulder, a persistent problem “is how to do this on [small] specialized subsets of cells.” After all,
explains Michael Rosbash of Brandeis University in Massachusetts, “one
can simply not do biochemistry on tiny amounts of material.”
Rosbash and his team have thus come up with what he calls “a
geneticist’s work-around.” In his team’s approach, called Targets of
RNA-binding proteins Identiﬁed By Editing (TRIBE), RBPs are fused
to the catalytic domain of an RNA-editing enzyme from fruit ﬂies.
The enzyme converts adenosine nucleotides into inosines, which

appear as guanosines in sequencing readouts. Identifying the RBP
targets, then, is a simple case of extracting and sequencing RNA
and looking for aberrant Gs (Cell, 165:742-53, 2016).
The team has successfully applied the technique to three different RBPs and has shown it to work with as few as 150 ﬂy neurons,
though Rosbash suggests it could work with even fewer. “In principle, it’s totally compatible with single cells,” he says.
Marvin Wickens of the University of Wisconsin–Madison and colleagues devised a similar technique called RNA Tagging. The method
fuses RBPs to an enzyme that adds uridines to the ends of associated
transcripts (Nat Methods, 12:1163-70, 2015).
“Both [approaches] have pluses and minuses,” says Parker, who
is experimenting with the two techniques in his own lab. And in
the future, he suggests, it may even be possible to combine them,
enabling researchers “to look at two [RBPs] at once.” J
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NEW GAMES OF TAG: The TRIBE method for identifying RNAs that interact with ribosome-binding proteins (RBPs) fuses an RBP of interest to the

catalytic domain (CD) of an RNA-editing enzyme. When the RBP-CD fusion protein binds to the RBP’s speciﬁc RNA targets, the CD converts adenine
nucleotides to inosine nucleotides. Extraction and RNA sequencing thus reveals those RNAs with altered sequences Q
1 . RNA Tagging fuses an RBP of
interest to an enzyme that attaches chains of uridines (U) to the ends of the RBP’s target RNAs. The poly-U tails are then used to identify targets during
RNA sequencing Q
2 .
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TAGGING
TECHNIQUE
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FUSED WITH

ENZYME FUNCTION

SAMPLE PROCESSING FOR
SEQUENCING

SINGLE-CELL ANALYSIS

RNA Tagging

Poly(U) polymerase PUP-2
from C. elegans

Adds uridines at the 3’ end
of bound RNAs

A specialized cDNA library is
made with “U-select” primers,
which home in on U-tags.

Theoretically possible, but because U-tag
library protocol is not a standard approach
for high-throughput sequencing, it may
need tweaking.

TRIBE

Catalytic domain of RNAediting enzyme ADAR
from D. melanogaster

Converts adenosines to
inosines at sites targeted
by RNA-binding proteins

Standard RNA extraction
and preparation protocols
for RNA-seq

Possible in principle; TRIBE uses the same
standard deep-sequencing technique that has
been applied to single cells.
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SEA SICKNESS
In the planet’s warming and acidifying oceans,
species from corals to lobsters and ﬁsh
are succumbing to pathogenic infection.

XL CATLIN SEAVIEW SURVEY

BY CHRISTIE WILCOX
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A DEATHLY PALLOR: More than half of the
northern Great Barrier Reef’s corals, such as
those at this Lizard Island site, have succumbed
to bleaching, a loss of their algal symbionts that
leaves them vulnerable to infection.
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he Great Barrier Reef stretches more
than 2,300 kilometers along Australia’s northeast coastline, from north
of Bundaberg, Queensland, to the far
corner of the continent, just south of
Papua New Guinea. As the world’s largest natural structure (visible from space), the reef is bursting with a diversity and abundance of life unlike
anywhere else on Earth. More than 1,600 species
of fish dart in and out of the calcium carbonate
structures created by the system’s 450 different
types of coral. Thousands of species of sea stars,
urchins, worms, clams, and other invertebrates
live on, in, and around the reef, which is also
home to 6 of the world’s 7 sea turtle species and
14 species of sea snake. In addition, the Great Barrier Reef supports 215 species of birds, 30 different kinds of whales and dolphins, and one of the
world’s last remaining populations of dugongs,
relatives of manatees.
But today, even with that immense biodiversity, the reef is a ghostly vestige of its former
self. Overfishing has nearly wiped out some of
the reef ’s once abundant inhabitants, such as the
black teatfish and the pearl oyster. Every year
since 1991, 3 percent fewer female hawksbill turtles have shown up to nest, and loggerhead populations at Wreck Island Natural Area Preserve at
the southern end of the reef plummeted by 86 percent between 1977 and 2000. As for the
corals themselves, half have died in the
last three decades, and the once-colorful
You need only look at what’s happening to the Great Barrier
colonies that remain have very recently
Reef at the moment to see how scary the reality is.
become eerily pale.
—Gareth Williams, Bangor University
The death and destruction is overwhelming, says Terry Hughes, renowned
The current bleaching event is the worst to ever hit the Great
reef researcher and director of the Australian Resource CounBarrier Reef—a recent estimate suggests that bleaching may have
cil’s Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies. “The barrier reef
killed more than half of the corals in the northern part of the
north of Cairns will not look again how it did [before this bleachreef—and history warns that it’s only the start of the corals’ diffiing event] in my lifetime.”
culties. In 2002, when 60 percent of the Great Barrier Reef sucThe whitening, or bleaching, of the Great Barrier Reef, which
cumbed to bleaching, another threat emerged as the summer’s
struck in full force last summer, is due to the one-two punch of a
unseasonably high water temperatures abated: infectious disease.1
steady climb in water temperatures and a strong El Niño event.
Stagnant, warm waters stressed the coral organisms until they
From 1998 to 2003, the prevalence of a group of deadly coral
shed their algal symbionts, which produce food for the coral poldiseases, collectively known as white syndromes, increased a
yps. “We’re now in a very precarious situation, where every time
staggering 20-fold in the Great Barrier Reef.2 And in the past
we get a warm summer—often but not always driven by an El
15 years, dozens of infectious diseases have swept across reefNiño year—there’s a high probability of the Great Barrier Reef
building corals around the globe. Epidemics follow on the heels
bleaching,” says Hughes. “El Niños never used to cause bleaching
of bleaching events, as the causative pathogens take advantage
events, but now they sometimes do.”
of the whitened corals’ weakened immune state. “Only 7 per-
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A QUICK BLEACH: In just three months—from
December 2014 (left) to February 2015 (right)—the corals
off the coast of American Samoa were stripped of their
algal symbionts, turning the reef white.
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Heat stroke

cent of [Great Barrier] reefs are completely free of bleaching,”
says Hughes. In all likelihood, these corals are now vulnerable
to the plethora of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and viruses lurking in sediments and seawater.
And corals are not alone. Warming and acidifying oceans
appear to be contributing to an uptick in diseases among other
species, too. From 2013 to 2015, an unprecedented outbreak
of sea star wasting disease decimated populations of 20 different species from Mexico to Alaska, killing 90 percent of the
sea stars in some areas. Since 2000, young Caribbean lobsters
have been falling victim to a viral infection that leaves them
with no energy to move or eat. Oysters 3 and abalone 4 have
been plagued by Vibrio bacteria, and numerous fish species are
regularly attacked by the protozoan Ichthyophonus.5 In many
of these cases, the disease outbreaks have been linked to climate change.
“We have a narrow window of opportunity to quickly reduce
greenhouse gas emissions before the degradation of reefs becomes
irreversible,” says Hughes.

Scientists use satellites to track the daily temperature of the planet both over land and across the
seas. These data are then averaged over different
time scales to determine how hot, globally speaking, a given month, year, or decade is. Each of the
past 15 years (2001–2015) have been among the
hottest 16 years on record (since 1880); 2014 and
2015 shattered temperature records. And if the
first few months of 2016 are any indication, this
year will make those years seem cool by comparison: this April marked the 12th consecutive recordbreaking month.
In the oceans, surface temperatures have
increased at an average rate of 0.12 °C per decade
since 1976—triple the rate of warming that
occurred in the 75 years before that (0.04 °C per
decade). And the warming is hastening: global
ocean temperatures in 2016 have been 0.82 °C
(1.48 °F) above average and 0.21 °C (0.38 °F) hotter than 2015, making them the hottest waters
since record-keeping began 137 years ago.
According to Drew Harvell, an expert on
marine infectious diseases and professor of ecology
at Cornell University, the effects of climate change
are “a double whammy” because they simultaneously help pathogens while harming their hosts. Because of the
particulars of their environmental preferences, “a lot of marine
bacteria, viruses, and fungi grow better at warmer temperatures,”
she explains. At the same time, the animals they infect are weakened by the hotter temps. “It’s a perfect storm of trouble.”
The gooey mess that remains of the sea stars in the Pacific
from Mexico to Alaska is a prime example. Beginning in 2013,
“melted” sea stars began appearing along the US West Coast en
masse. The animals, which made their way to the shallow tide
pools that become exposed at low tides, were infected with what
scientists have dubbed sea star–associated densovirus, the causative agent of sea star wasting disease. A little more than two
weeks after infection with the virus, lesions appear and the sea
star’s arms fall off, leaving behind a slimy, decaying disc. The virus
isn’t new; it has been around for at least 70 years, and there have
been smaller densovirus outbreaks before, affecting just one or
two sea star species in a localized area. But the recent epidemic
dwarfed previous events, hitting 20 different species along thousands of miles of coastline—a catastrophe made possible by ris07.2016 | THE SCIENTIST 2 5

ing sea surface temperatures, according to research by Harvell lab
graduate student Morgan Eisenlord.
Surveying more than 6,500 ochre stars (Pisaster ochraceus)
at 16 widespread sites between December 2013 and July 2015,
Eisenlord and her colleagues watched as 80 percent of the adults
disappeared. When the researchers modeled how the disease patterns correlated with various environmental variables, they dis-

covered a strong link between wasting and heat. For every 1 °C
increase in temperature, the probability of disease increased
by 1.30. Laboratory experiments confirmed these results—the
warmer the water, the more quickly the echinoderms succumbed
to infection.6
Charlotte Eve Davies, a postdoctoral fellow at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico, has seen the same pattern in
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MELTING AWAY: Starting in 2013, a densovirus spread rapidly along the North American west coast, from Mexico to Alaska, killing as many as 90
percent of the sea stars in some areas. Following infection, lesions begin to appear on the animals and their arms begin to fall off. Sea star wasting
disease appears to be increasing in frequency and severity thanks to rising sea-surface temperatures.
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crustacean diseases. In the 1990s, after nearly a decade of exceptionally warm summers, the lobster fisheries operating in the
waters off Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, and Rhode
Island collapsed, at least in part due to the emergence of epizootic
shell disease (ESD).7 The fatal bacterial infection creates holes in
infected lobsters’ shells, preventing the animals from properly
molting. The southern New England fishery has still not recov-

ered, and Maine fishermen worry that their waters—which support a $465.9-million-a-year lobster fishery—are in ESD’s path
of destruction as the oceans continue to warm.8
Farther south, in the Caribbean, Davies is now tracking a disease threatening another lobster fishery. In the state of Quintana
Roo, Mexico, more than 2,600 families rely on Caribbean spiny
lobster fishing. But their livelihood is threatened by Panulirus
argus virus 1 (PaV1), which enters the hemolymph (arthropod
blood) and drains it of essential oxygen-carrying cells, turning
the clear fluid white. This causes the lobsters to become extremely
lethargic, unable to eat or move. Eventually the animals starve
to death. The virus, first discovered in 2000,9 infects 60 percent
or more of the spiny lobsters (Panulirus argus) in some areas of
the Caribbean. And once again, laboratory studies suggest that
temperature is playing a big role: when kept in warmer waters,
lobsters develop more-active and more-intense infections, while
cooler waters reduce the pathogen’s virulence.
“It is thought that PaV1 is becoming an important source
of mortality for juveniles,” says Davies. “If PaV1 continues to
spread, it could have significant effects on the health of Caribbean reefs as a whole, as well as on the valuable Caribbean lobster fishery.”
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The acid test

LETHARGIC LOBSTERS: The hemolymph of Caribbean

lobsters infected with the Panuliris argus virus 1 (PaV1) is
drained of essential oxygen-carrying cells, causing it to turn
white (top right) and making the crustaceans extremely
lethargic to the point that they cannot eat or move.
The virus can also cause discoloration and fouling of the
carapace (middle and bottom). And just as with sea star–
associated densovirus, the pathogen seems to be growing
increasingly virulent as global ocean temperatures rise.

Rising global temperatures are largely due to the increase in
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) that primarily stems from
automobile and industrial emissions. But higher atmospheric
CO2 doesn’t just warm the planet; it also lowers the pH of seawater by reacting with H2O to form carbonic acid. The ocean has
become 30 percent more acidic in the last 200 years and, as with
temperature, the rate of change is accelerating.10
Calcifying organisms, including corals and the coralline algae
that paint the reefs’ surfaces and cement their structures, are particularly vulnerable to ocean acidification. The lower pH makes
it more difficult for these species to produce the calcium carbonate structures that form the foundation of the reef, and extreme
acidification speeds the dissolution of existing carbonate structures, dissolving the very foundations upon which corals build
their homes.
Because acidification stresses these reef-building organisms
separately from temperature-related effects, it is thought that
the combination of changes will present a worst-case scenario
for coral and coralline algae. “I think many people assume global
climate change impacts, such as ocean warming and acidification, will have additive or synergistic affects on disease impacts
to reefs,” says Gareth Williams, a lecturer in the School of Ocean
Sciences, Bangor University, U.K. But as scientists delve deeper
into marine epidemiology, they are discovering that the reality is
far more complex.
In 2009, El Niño conditions led to an outbreak of coralline
fungal disease (CFD), which afflicts coralline algae, in Palmyra
Atoll, southwest of Hawaii. Once it has infiltrated its host, the fungus radiates outward, leaving patches of dead coral and bare rock
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Scientists want to predict outbreaks of marine disease before
they happen. With the appropriate tools, says Cornell University
postdoc Jeffrey Maynard, “we can mobilize resources, generate
political and social will, target research and monitoring, and
potentially implement actions that reduce anthropogenic
stressors that may interact synergistically with temperature.”
Already, scientists have developed methods to predict
coral disease outbreaks based on temperature. Twice a week,
for example, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Coral Reef Watch uses a predictive algorithm
and real-time NOAA satellite measurements of sea-surface
temperatures around the world to ascertain areas at imminent
risk for bleaching. Scientists and ecosystem managers receive
alerts at the earliest signs of trouble.
Terry Hughes, director of the Australian Research Council
Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies, relies on similar
meteorological predictions to monitor the risks affronting life in
the Great Barrier Reef. “I formed a task force in November last
year, when it was obvious that the coming austral summer was
going to be very hot, with El Niño conditions—hot, calm, few
cyclones—that favor bleaching,” says Hughes. Christened the
National Coral Bleaching Taskforce, the network consists of 10
institutions working together to collaborate on reef research and
share data, responsibilities, and resources. So when the most
recent event began, Australia had “an industrial-scale response
to the bleaching,” Hughes says. “We have done aerial surveys
of bleaching on over 1,000 reefs, underwater surveys on more
than 150 reefs to measure bleaching and mortality of corals, and
collected samples to examine the physiological and cellular and
molecular responses of corals, ﬁsh, and other organisms.”
Data collected in the ﬁeld will be fed back into NOAA’s
algorithms for Coral Reef Watch and into an Australian version
written by the Bureau of Meteorology to improve the models’
accuracy. Right now, such tools are still in their infancy, so they
aren’t perfect coral fortunetellers. “The predictions for bleaching
by NOAA and the [Australian Bureau of Meteorology] wax and
wane, and like any other meteorological forecast, they don’t
always get it right, especially early on,” says Hughes.
Pioneering such efforts is ReefTemp, an experimental
product created by researchers from the Australian Research
Council’s Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef Studies. ReefTemp
works much as Coral Reef Watch does, but for coral white
syndromes. So rather than predicting bleaching, it predicts
disease outbreaks—whether they follow on the heels of a
bleaching event or not. Its predictive algorithms integrate
satellite data with variables linked to the disease to forecast
what areas are at high risk for outbreaks.
And ReefTemp is just the beginning; the ultimate goal is to
create a suite of tools that can predict marine disease outbreaks,
from Vibrio to PaV1 and beyond. “This is a very new research area,”
says Maynard. “There are many host-pathogen systems with links
to temperature for which predictive tools could be developed.”
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in its wake. Studying the outbreak’s destruction, Williams and his
colleagues found that the temperature and acidification of the
water worked against each other. Higher temperatures increased
the disease’s prevalence and lethality, while more-acidic waters,
though they stressed and weakened its algal host, also slowed the
fungus’s spread.11
“Such complex, interactive effects between global climate
change stressors on disease dynamics are important to consider
if we are to accurately predict the response of coral reef communities to future climate change,” says Williams.
Unfortunately, for most marine diseases, the role of acidification hasn’t been well studied. “The component of climate change
that we have stressed so much is temperature because it’s just
such a pervasive influence,” says Harvell. “Ocean acidification is
a whole other matter. We know almost nothing about its potential role or ability to affect diseases. It’s a big knowledge gap that
needs to be filled.”

Furtive ﬁsh infections
Studying any marine organism is inherently challenging, as
humans require expensive equipment to spend any amount of
time beneath the waves. But some species are easier to examine
than others. Sea stars and lobsters don’t travel much, and corals
don’t relocate once they’ve settled down, so returning to them
time after time to evaluate their health is fairly straightforward.
Fish, on the other hand, can travel great distances rather quickly.
“One day, a herring school might be 50 miles from where it was
yesterday, and so it if dies, first of all, you may not even see the
mortality event, and if you do happen to see it, you don’t really
have a good feel for the scale,” says fishery biologist Paul Hershberger, station leader of the US Geological Survey’s Marrowstone
Marine Field Station in Nordland, Washington.
Hershberger recalls studying an outbreak of the unicellular parasite Ichthyophonus among king salmon spawning in the
Yukon River in the early 2000s; about 30 percent of the fish were
infected. As the fish swam upstream, their symptoms worsened,
until just before they got to the spawning grounds, when diseased
fish died. And when they die, they sink, Hershberger says. “We
could never find the diseased fish in the river because they’d die
and sink to the bottom, and the water was the color of coffee with
too much cream in it,” he says. “At one point I was actually standing in the water, knee-deep, watching a fish die right in front of
me. It would come to the surface and kind of roll over, and I’d try
to grab it, and then it’d go down to the bottom. That was going on
for about a half an hour, and I kept trying to grab it, and eventually it died and floated downstream. I never got it.”
Because of the challenges in tracking fish and their diseases,
researchers have little historical data on the frequency or scale of
disease outbreaks in wild fishes, so it’s impossible to say whether
such maladies are increasing due to climate change. But some
studies suggest that warming waters are likely to alter the status
quo.12 “Fish immune systems are extremely dictated by temperature,” says Hershberger. “We see the difference of a couple degrees
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centigrade turning on or off certain immune-response genes and
making fish more or less susceptible to pathogens.”
Interestingly, the response is opposite to that of corals and
other invertebrates: in fish, the expression of genes that help fight
viral infections is enhanced at warmer temperatures. “So the fish
become less susceptible because their immune system is ramped
up and ready to deal,” says Hershberger. How this plays out in the
face of pathogens that also benefit from the change in temperature remains to be seen.

The component of climate change that
we have stressed so much is temperature
because it’s just such a pervasive inﬂuence.
Ocean acidiﬁcation is a whole other matter.
—Drew Harvell, Cornell University

Beyond temperature and pH changes, Hershberger points to
yet another effect of climate change: the alteration of global currents, which may affect patterns of plankton movement and accumulation. “Many of these plankton assemblages likely serve as
the intermediate host for some of these fish pathogens,” he says.
“Unfortunately, we’re just not there yet in our understanding of
the parasite life cycles in the marine environment to be able to
predict which ones are going to be the winners.”

A human element
Climate change may do more than unleash scores of diseases that
attack marine organisms. Lurking in ocean waters are pathogens,
such as V. parahaemolyticus and V. vulnificus, which can infect
people, either through open wounds on the body or via consumption of contaminated and undercooked seafood, such as raw oysters. With an unsettling case fatality rate above 50 percent,13 Vibrio bacterial infections are the leading cause of seafood-related
deaths in the United States.14
Vibrio outbreaks are becoming more frequent and are occurring in areas where they previously haven’t. “If you asked 10 years
ago, you would not have heard of Vibrio cases occurring in the
North Sea,” says Rachel Noble, director of the University of North
Carolina’s Institute for the Environment field site in Morehead
City. “Nor would you hear of them occurring in the northern bays
of Norway, Sweden, or Finland.” But now, those waters, too, have
changed enough to allow these pathogenic species to flourish.
“They’re very opportunistic,” says Noble. As global temperatures
rise, the seasonal range of these bacteria might also expand from
their typical May-to-October time frame, increasing the potential for virulent infections to cause even more deaths worldwide.
Whether it’s Vibrio in humans, viruses in lobsters, white syndrome in corals, or wasting disease in sea stars, marine pathogens
are flourishing in today’s changing oceans. Ensuring a healthy
and sustainable future for the world’s marine ecosystems relies on
additional research into the factors that drive disease outbreaks.

Although the US Congress has repeatedly threatened to reduce
the budgets of major granting agencies such as the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health, proposed
legislation might lessen the financial burden of marine monitoring and responses to disease outbreaks that threaten the sustainability of marine species or the health of ocean ecosystems. In
2015, Representative Denny Heck (D-WA) introduced the Marine
Disease Emergency Act, which would allow such outbreaks to be
declared emergencies. In particular, the act stipulates the creation of a Marine Disease Emergency Fund to pay for diseaseresponse efforts. If such legislation is signed into law, it could provide much-needed support in the fight against outbreaks.
“You need only look at what’s happening to the Great Barrier
Reef at the moment to see how scary the reality is,” says Bangor
University’s Williams. “But we cannot lose sight of the fact that
much of this could still be within our control.” J
Christie Wilcox is a freelance science writer living in Honolulu,
Hawaii. Hitting bookshelves next month is her new book Venomous: How Earth’s Deadliest Creatures Mastered Biochemistry on
her up-close encounters with the world’s most notorious species
and the secrets they can reveal about evolution and disease.
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Pinpointing
the Cause
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CREDIT LINE

Insulin resistance and high levels of insulin and lipids
all precede the development of type 2 diabetes.
Which metabolic factor is to blame?

DANIELA MALIDE, NATIONAL HEART, LUNG, AND BLOOD INSTITUTE; NIH; © SCOTT CAMAZINE/SCIENCE SOURCE; © ISTOCK.COM/MAXPDIA

« FAT TRIANGLE: Fat cells (left) release lipids into
the bloodstream. High lipid levels, in turn, can trigger
the release of insulin from pancreatic ` cells (middle).
Insulin then travels to cells of the liver (right) and to
the body’s periphery. Understanding the cause of
metabolic dysfunction and diabetes will require a detailed
understanding of how these different tissues and organs
work together to regulate blood sugar.

T

ype 2 diabetes is a multifactorial metabolic
disease.1 Obesity, elevated levels of lipids and
insulin in the blood, and insulin resistance all
accompany the elevated blood glucose that
defines diabetes.† But while researchers have
made much progress in understanding these
components of the metabolic dysfunction, one major question
remains: What serves as the primary driver of disease?
Lifestyle choices characterized by inactivity have been postulated as one possible cause. Researchers have also pointed the
finger at nutrition, postulating that poor food choices can contribute to metabolic disease. However, there is thus far weak support
for these hypotheses. Changing to a healthy diet typically does
not result in significant weight loss or the resolution of metabolic
dysfunction, and it is rare to reverse obesity or diabetes through
increased exercise. Furthermore, there does not appear to be a
strong relationship between body-mass index (BMI) and activity level, though exercise clearly has many other health benefits.
With such macroscale factors unable to explain most cases of
obesity and diabetes, scientists have looked to molecular mechanisms for answers. There are at least 40 genetic mutations
known to be associated with type 2 diabetes. These genes tend
to be involved in the function of pancreatic ` cells, which secrete
insulin in response to elevated levels of the three types of cellular fuel: sugar, fat, and protein. In healthy young adults, circulating glucose concentrations above about 5 millimolar (mM)
trigger release of insulin from ` cells. When fatty acids or amino
acids are also elevated, the glucose-triggered insulin release is
greater. Insulin facilitates the uptake of these molecules by the
body’s tissues, leading to a decrease in their levels in the blood.
To date, most researchers have focused on insulin resistance,
or the failure of insulin-sensitive cells in muscle, fat, liver, and
other tissues to respond to the hormone, as the driver of dysfunction in this feedback cycle, assuming the other metabolic
changes observed in type 2 diabetics to be symptoms of such
flawed insulin signaling. However, some insulin-resistant people
are capable of maintaining normal blood glucose levels, albeit

†

Diabetes is defined as fasting blood glucose concentrations above 7 milli-

molar (mM), or above 11 mM two hours after ingestion of 75 grams of glucose.
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by producing higher-than-normal levels of insulin. Moreover, if
insulin resistance leads to metabolic dysfunction, then increasing levels of insulin should restore metabolic homeostasis. But
treating insulin-resistant patients with drugs such as sulfonylureas or injected insulin is actually followed by greater metabolic imbalance.
In light of these findings, it’s time to begin considering what
other metabolic correlates of diabetes might be driving factors.
Elevated levels of lipids and insulin—both of which are seen
prior to and at the onset of type 2 diabetes—are top candidates.
Hyperlipidemia, the state of persistently high circulating levels
of lipids called triglycerides, stimulates insulin secretion, leading to elevated insulin levels, or hyperinsulinemia. Inducing
hyperinsulinemia in animal models can lead to insulin resistance and obesity.2

Prevention and treatment of type 2 diabetes depends on correctly determining the cause of metabolic failure. In fact, two
available drugs (metformin and thiazolidinediones) developed
to treat insulin resistance may actually work by lowering lipids. In
combination with mounting evidence from our group and others
that lowering circulating levels of insulin and lipids can reverse
metabolic dysfunction in rodent models, researchers must now
consider possible causes other than insulin resistance and try targeting these factors for new diabetes treatments.

Exploring hyperlipidemia and hyperinsulinemia
Obesity is accompanied by an uptick in circulating triglycerides and free fatty acids that come from increased adipose tissue
mass. Triglycerides stored in fat cells (adipocytes) are broken
down into fatty acids, and these lipids can enter ` cells, where
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Excess fat deposits on the body can release triglycerides and free
fatty acids into the blood, causing hyperlipidemia.
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As the lipids arrive at the pancreas, they are converted to free
fatty acids and taken up by ` cells, where they join with coenzyme
A to form long-chain acyl-CoA. This can trigger insulin secretion,
leading to hyperinsulinemia. As more insulin in secreted, ` cells
may begin to run low on their insulin reserves and insulin
synthesizing capacity, such that they are not able to fully respond
to the next surge in glucose.
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Triglyceride

By reducing levels of circulating lipids,
researchers have successfully stunted the
development of diabetes in animal models.
they generate signals to increase insulin secretion, resulting
in elevated blood insulin levels. This signaling cascade is typically initiated inside the ` cell by the attachment of coenzyme A
(CoA) to the fatty acids, forming long-chain acyl-CoA. Acyl-CoA
itself is a well-established and potent signaling molecule and is
the precursor of other important signaling molecules such as
diglycerides and monoglycerides. In pancreatic ` cells, acyl-CoA
has been shown to directly stimulate insulin exocytosis, change
membrane ion channel activity, and influence Ca2+ handling.3
(See illustration below.)
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As insulin from the pancreas binds to receptors in the liver, those
receptors get internalized and the insulin generates signals to
stop gluconeogenesis. High levels of insulin can exhaust the
receptors, such that the cells of the liver (and muscle and fat)
become insulin resistant, unable to respond to spikes in insulin
and continuing to make glucose even though blood sugar levels
are inappropriately high.

To explore the importance of long-chain acyl-CoA in the
development of diabetes, researchers studying rodent models
have replaced dietary long-chain triglycerides with mediumchain triglycerides, which are rapidly oxidized in the mitochondria and thus do not generate cytoplasmic acyl-CoAs to stimulate
insulin release. When a pair of researchers at McGill University
in Quebec tried this treatment in mice, the animals had lower
fasting insulin secretion and restored ability to respond to stimulatory glucose. They experienced no weight gain or increased fat
mass, and they did not suffer from impaired glucose tolerance,
which typically accompanies a high-fat diet. In addition, mice
that consumed medium-chain triglycerides were satiated more
quickly than animals fed long-chain fats, reducing their overall
food consumption.4
Stimulating fat burning to decrease lipid stores can also
reduce circulating lipids and cytoplasmic long-chain acyl-CoA.
Activating the transcription factor PPAR_ increases expression of enzymes required for long-chain acyl CoA oxidation.
In rodent models of high-fat diet–induced obesity, treatment
with the PPAR_ agonist fenofibrate effectively stimulated fat
burning. In obese mice, fenofibrate reduced circulating levels of fatty acids and triglycerides while reversing hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia; in rats, fenofibrate also increased
metabolic rate.5
These findings point to hyperlipidemia as a driving force in
the development of metabolic dysfunction: by reducing levels of
circulating lipids, researchers have successfully stunted the development of diabetes in animal models. But there is also evidence
that hyperinsulinemia is the initiating defect that leads to obesity, hyperlipidemia, and insulin resistance. In 2000, Christian
Weyer, then at the Clinical Diabetes and Nutrition Section at the
National Institutes of Health, and colleagues found that hyperinsulinemia precedes and predicts the development of diabetes in
Pima Indians.6 Their findings fit with several previous studies of
people in other ethnic groups prone to obesity, such as Mexican
Americans and Nauruans, that also concluded hyperinsulinemia
predicts diabetes.7,8,9,10
Other evidence for hyperinsulinemia as a cause of diabetes
comes from gastric bypass surgery, an effective treatment for some
patients with type 2 diabetes. In 2011, Walter Pories and G. Lynis
Dohm at East Carolina University published a review documenting that, following surgery, patients experienced a decrease in fasting insulin levels, along with decreases in blood glucose and resolution of diabetes within a week—well before patients showed
significant weight loss.11 Inhibiting insulin secretion in rats can
prevent the development of the metabolic abnormalities induced
by a high-sucrose diet;12 in vitro, curbing insulin secretion can
keep human islets from deteriorating and becoming ineligible for
islet transplantation.13
As for how hyperinsulinemia might cause metabolic problems,
it has been known since the 1970s that insulin can downregulate its
own receptor. When insulin binds its receptor, the cell internalizes
the complex, digesting the attached insulin and recycling most of
07.2016 | THE SCIENTIST 3 3

Predicting and treating diabetes
New diabetes therapies are desperately needed. Although the current standard of care—daily administration of insulin or drugs such
as various sulfonylureas that trigger increased insulin release from
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SACS OF FAT: Fat cells, such as the one shown here, contain droplets

full of lipids. These lipids can be released into the bloodstream, causing
the high levels of circulating fats (hyperlipidemia) associated with
metabolic dysfunction.

` cells—is sufficient to control metabolic disarray, there are many
untoward near- and long-term side effects. I and others contend
that some of the standard therapies adopted by medical practitioners may actually be causing metabolic dysfunction; further
increasing or stimulating insulin secretion or insulin levels in the
presence of hyperinsulinemia may accelerate `-cell deterioration.
Insulin secreted by the pancreas travels first to the liver, where it
suppresses hepatic glucose production and is degraded. As a result,
blood insulin levels entering the liver are three times higher than the
concentrations that ultimately reach the periphery. This may cause
hepatic insulin resistance to occur before muscle insulin resistance.
To deliver adequate insulin supplies to the liver to overcome such
insulin resistance, then, requires the administration of three times
more insulin than is normally found in the periphery. Such excess
insulin worsens muscle insulin resistance and promotes triglyceride
synthesis, leading to increases in body fat and weight gain that further perpetuate metabolic dysfunction. High insulin levels may also
promote cell growth and proliferation, increasing one’s risk of cancer.
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the receptors to the membrane surface. At chronically high insulin
levels, such recycling can exhaust the receptors, such that there are
few on the cell surface to respond to further increases in insulin.
Moreover, my group recently showed that hypersecretion of insulin
can deplete the insulin reserves of ` cells in vitro. This leaves the
cells unable to fully respond to a surge in glucose—a precursor to
`-cell failure. In this case, we exposed the ` cells to excess glucose
and fat to cause basal insulin secretion, while inhibition of secretion
preserved the cells’ insulin content.14 Partial inhibition of insulin
secretion in obese mice with elevated fasting insulin did not result
in increased glucose levels, nor did the animals fare worse on a glucose tolerance test, indicating that elevated insulin was not necessary to maintain normal levels of circulating glucose.15
Thus, evidence exists from in vitro studies and work in animal models that metabolic health and insulin secretory performance improve by preventing hyperinsulinemia or lowering the
amount of ingested long-chain fatty acids. These approaches are
now moving into clinical testing, with some early success.

Standard therapies adopted by medical
practitioners may actually be causing
metabolic dysfunction.

Dylan Thomas, Marie McDonnell, Richard Corkey, and Stanley Schwartz for their valuable suggestions on this article.
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Cellular Teamwork
Understanding interactions between the immune system and stem cells
could pave the way for successful stem cell–based regenerative therapies.

BY WALEED RAHMANI, SARTHAK SINHA, AND JEFF BIERNASKIE
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e may perceive ourselves as
static beings, but the cells of
our bodies are in constant flux.
The outer layers of our skin and intestinal tract are replaced every few weeks;
red blood cells circulate in our bodies for
about 100 days before they are replaced;
cells in our liver and fat are longer lived—
more than a year for a liver cell, 10 years
on average for a fat cell—but still turn
over repeatedly during our lifetimes. More
slowly, up to half our heart cells may be
replaced during a normal lifespan. And,
of course, when healthy tissue is lost due
to injury, new cells are made to patch up
the damage. What are the biological processes responsible for normal cell turnover
and organ homeostasis? What controls
proper repair after injury? What allows
organisms like the salamander to regenerate an amputated limb while humans
form scars and struggle to regrow much
simpler structures, such as hair?
These and other questions are the
target of ongoing research in the field of

regenerative medicine. But what we do
know, and have known for nearly half a
century, is that stem cells are crucial players. Stem cells self-renew to maintain their
numbers and differentiate into the specialized cell types that make up our tissues and
organs—a function that becomes especially important after stress or injury. The
ultimate goal of regenerative medicine is
to harness stem cells’ regenerative potential to treat and even cure many of the
diseases besetting society today. Despite
progress in understanding the potential
of these multipotent cells, the unfortunate
reality is that we remain far from cures.
One possible reason for this is scientists’
failure to sufficiently consider what goes
on within the biological environment surrounding the stem cell.
For years, stem cell biologists have
focused their attention on the intrinsic
properties of stem cells to understand
what gives them the ability to self-renew
and differentiate into a range of cell types.
While these investigations have uncov-

Diverse immune cells have
been caught in the act of
manipulating stem cell
behavior.
ered a collection of genes and proteins
responsible for a cell’s “stemness,” the role
of the microenvironment, also known as
the stem cell niche, was largely ignored.
But neighboring cells, secreted proteins,
the extracellular matrix, circulating metabolic signals such as oxygen and glucose,
and diverse physical parameters, such as
shear stress and tissue stiffness, can all
affect the behavior of stem cells.
One of the best-studied examples of
mammalian stem cell environments is the
intestinal stem cell (ISC) niche. The small
intestine’s epithelium is the fastest selfrenewing tissue in the body due to ISCs’
exceptionally rapid rates of cell division
and the rapid migration of their differentiated progeny out of the stem cell niche.
But the system would not work without
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IMMUNE CELLS HELP OUT
The cells of the mammalian immune system do more than just ﬁght off pathogens; they are also important players in
stem cell function and are thus crucial for maintaining homeostasis and recovering from injury. Here are a few examples.
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As new neurons differentiate from neural stem
cells in the hippocampus, T cells and microglia are
recruited to the neurogenic site. Following injury,
macrophages stimulate remyelination of neurons.
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Microglia phagocytize excess
newborn neurons that have
undergone apoptosis.
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Macrophages enhance the
formation of collagen ﬁbrils
that support duct growth.

During puberty, as hormones trigger the maturation
of the rudimentary mammary ducts, macrophages and
other immune cells migrate to the ducts’ tips, where
they support rapid proliferation and duct branching.
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T cells secrete a protein
called amphiregulin that
stimulates muscle stem
cells called satellite cells to
differentiate into myoblasts.
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Following an acute injury to the skeletal
muscle, local and inﬁltrating immune cells
remove damaged tissue, while T cells help
spur the generation of new muscle cells.

M1 macrophages and ﬁbro/adipocyte progenitors
(FAPs) clear damaged muscle ﬁbers.
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M1 macrophages help clear debris after a brain injury. They then transition into M2
macrophages, which secrete a protein called activin-A, which facilitates the differentiation of
oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs) into oligodendrocytes, neural-support cells that are
responsible for myelination of neural cell axons.
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Mast cells secrete serine proteases,
which stimulate duct branching.
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the help of Paneth cells, one of four differentiated cell types produced by ISCs,
which remain in the niche and secrete
essential proteins that are critical for ISC
survival. Indeed, the genetic inactivation
of Paneth cells results in a near-total loss
of ISCs.1
In addition to niche-specific cells,
stem cells regularly interact with the
body’s mobile and diffuse army of immune
cells. Traditionally regarded as the primary line of defense against pathogenic
invaders, the immune system is now also
recognized as essential for tissue homeostasis and healing, even in the absence of
infection. Diverse immune cells have even
been caught in the act of manipulating
stem cell behavior.
The precise roles that immune cells
play in the stem cell niche is context
dependent. Whether macrophages and T
cells ensure homeostasis, promote regeneration (e.g., regrowth of liver tissue after
a partial hepatectomy), or mediate scarforming tissue repair depends on the species, its developmental stage, the organ or
tissue in question, the severity of injury,
and the availability of a stem cell pool.
Which molecules immune cells secrete,
and the effect the cells have on regeneration, can also change drastically depending on the organism and tissue. In some
cases, immune cells may even work
against the body, supporting the growth
and spread of cancer. Understanding the
immune system’s role in stem cell biology
may help clinicians and scientists better
respond to injuries or homeostatic imbalances, as well as develop stem cell therapies to treat diverse ailments, from anemia
to multiple sclerosis, muscular dystrophy,
and heart failure.
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Maintaining homeostasis
Myoblast
proliferation
New muscle
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M1 macrophages also spur the
proliferation of muscle progenitor
cells called myoblasts.

An integral part of homeostasis in diverse
tissues is the continuous replacement of
differentiated cell types. Research is now
showing that the immune cells residing
within the stem cell niche are essential
to this process. For example, specialized
macrophages in the bone marrow remain
in direct contact with a red blood stem cell
called an erythroblast. Without this direct
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cell-cell contact, erythroblasts are not
able to mature properly and repopulate
the blood with new red blood cells, a deficiency that can lead to hemolytic anemia.2
Immune cells are also critical for the
development of mammary glands during
puberty. At birth, mammary glands consist of fat pads with rudimentary ducts
descending from the nipple. At the start
of puberty, ovarian hormones trigger the
bifurcation and elongation of the ductal
structures towards the outer edges of the
fat pad while diverse immune cells—mast
cells, eosinophils, and macrophages—
migrate to the region around the ducts’
tips. Genetic or pharmacological disruption of mast cells and macrophages
in mice has revealed that these immune
cells are critical for rapid proliferation and
normal duct branching during puberty.
Mast cells secrete protein-degrading serine proteases, which are necessary for the
breakdown and reorganization of collagen
fibers surrounding the developing ducts,
for example,3 while macrophages phagocytize apoptotic cell debris and directly
act on mammary stem cells through an
unknown mechanism.4,5
Another organ that relies on immune
cells to regulate normal cell turnover is the
brain. Once believed to occur only during
embryonic and late gestational stages in
mammals, neurogenesis is now known to
occur throughout adult life in the dentate
gyrus of the hippocampus and the subventricular zone of the lateral ventricle, two
locations where neural stem cells reside.
(See “Brain Gain,” The Scientist, October
2015.) And investigations of the cellular
mechanisms regulating adult neurogenesis have revealed that immune cells play
crucial roles in hippocampal-dependent
learning and memory.
Researchers at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel have shown that
hippocampal neurogenesis in rodents,
induced by housing the animals in
enriched environments, was associated with the recruitment of T cells and
microglia (macrophages of the brain and
spinal cord). Immune-deficient mice, on
the other hand, exhibited impaired hippocampal neurogenesis that led to poor
4 0 T H E SC I EN T I ST | the-scientist.com

results in spatial learning and memory
tasks.6 It is still not clear how immune cells
influence the neural stem cell niche during hippocampal neurogenesis. However,
because only a small subset of newborn
neurons integrate into the hippocampal circuitry, with the majority undergoing death by apoptosis, it is believed that
microglia shape hippocampal neurogenesis by rapidly phagocytizing the apoptotic
newborn neurons.7

to activate intestinal stem cell proliferation and regenerate wounded intestinal
epithelium.11 And in the nervous system,
recent work has shown that following
injury, anti-inflammatory M2 macrophages are essential for efficient replacement of the myelin sheath, an insulating
layer of fatty substance that facilitates the
transmission of action potentials along the
axons of neurons. Specifically, the macrophages secrete a protein called activin-A

It’s becoming clear that immune cells are an important
component of stem cell niches across the body, with crucial
roles in injury-induced regeneration.
Studies of the bone marrow, mammary
gland, and brain reveal that stem cells’
immune niches play an important role in
maintaining homeostasis in our organs,
ensuring a stable equilibrium between cell
overpopulation and atrophy under normal
conditions. But what about when homeostasis is disturbed?

Dealing with injury
Perhaps the best-understood example of
immune- and stem-cell cooperation is in
skeletal muscle following an acute injury.
Tissue repair begins with the removal of
damaged muscle fibers by local and infiltrating immune cells. Rare, circulating
immune cells called eosinophils instruct
resident progenitor cells known as fibro/
adipogenic progenitors (FAPs) to generate the fibroblasts and fat cells that deposit
collagen and secrete growth factors to
support muscle fiber regeneration.8 Concurrently, T cells secrete a protein called
amphiregulin, which instructs resident
muscle stem cells known as satellite cells
to differentiate into new muscle cells and
replace the lost muscle fibers.9
Such immune–stem cell interactions
are not restricted to skeletal muscle, but
have been observed across many organs
in mice. During chronic liver injury, macrophages secrete a protein called Wnt3a,
which drives the differentiation of local
liver stem cells into mature liver cells.10
In the colon, macrophages are recruited

that triggers oligodendrocyte progenitor
cells (OPCs) to differentiate into oligodendrocytes, neural support cells that are
responsible for myelination.12
A particularly interesting system in
which researchers have explored the relationship between stem cells and immune
cells is the hair follicle, one of the few
mammalian tissues capable of continuous
regeneration throughout life. Last year,
the University of Southern California’s
Cheng-Ming Chuong and his colleagues
showed that macrophages are responsible for the regrowth of a new hair following plucking.13 When researchers plucked
hairs off the backs of mice, they found
that damaged hair follicles beneath the
skin’s surface secrete, in unison, a protein called CCL2. In response to this distress signal, macrophages migrated up
the CCL2 gradient and toward hair follicles, where they secreted a protein called
tumor necrosis factor (TNF), which
instructed hair follicle stem cells to produce new hair.
It’s becoming clear that immune cells
are an important component of stem cell
niches across the body, with crucial roles
in injury-induced regeneration. Theoretically, targeting certain immune cells
should promote healing. However, the
great diversity and heterogeneity found
within each immune cell population have
made it difficult to develop effective therapies. More research is needed to suffi-

ciently discriminate among subpopulations of immune cells and to understand
which cells must be targeted to elicit the
desired effect in injured tissues.

Crosstalk interrupted
Communication between immune cells
and stem cells does not always do the
body good; at times, cell interactions can
result in fibrosis and organ dysfunction.
In mouse models of chronic muscle damage approximating Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD), immune cell infiltration and FAP activity are abnormally prolonged, while the reparative capacity of
satellite stem cells is diminished. These
abnormalities, a result of genetic defects
in the dystrophin gene, lead to excessive and disorganized collagen deposition, ultimately causing fibrosis and loss
of muscle function. Why does this happen? The answer may have to do with
how infiltrating macrophages communicate with FAPs.

Last year, researchers at the University of British Columbia in Canada
showed that, in healthy muscle regeneration, FAP numbers dramatically increase
three days after an acute injury but quickly
drop to pre-injury levels by day five.14 It
turns out that macrophages are directly
responsible for the quick decline in FAP
numbers; the immune cells secrete TNF,
which binds to FAPs and signals them to
undergo apoptosis. In the mouse model
of DMD, however, macrophages increase
the production of another protein called
transforming growth factor b1 (TGFb1).
Unlike TNF, TGFb1 instructs FAPs to survive longer and differentiate into the collagen-secreting cells that, when present in
excess, cause muscle fibrosis and dysfunction. Treatment with nilotinib, a US Food
and Drug Administration–approved therapy for the treatment of a drug-resistant
form of leukemia, reduced muscle fibrosis
in the mice by blocking the adverse effects
of TGFb1.

IMMUNE CELLS DO HARM
Sometimes, immune- and stem-cell interactions do not promote homeostasis or healing,
but instead lead to further damage or disease. The most dramatic example is the
cooperation of tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) and cancer stem cells (CSCs) to
drive cell proliferation and tumor malignancy and invasiveness, as well as drug resistance.
GLIOBLASTOMA
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In glioblastomas, a highly malignant brain
cancer, CSCs secrete a potent chemoattractant
called periostin that instructs blood-derived
macrophages to migrate to the tumor, where
they are converted into TAMs.

TAMs then secrete factors to promote
tumor growth and progression.

Immune cells can get especially
dangerous when they start supporting
the survival and metastasis of tumors
by interacting with cancer stem cells
(CSCs), a small subset of tumor cells
that self-renew and generate the majority of cells within tumor masses. Many
traditional cancer therapies discriminately kill actively dividing CSCs and
their progeny, but slow-dividing CSCs
remain untouched, enabling relapse and
even metastasis. Scientists are now racing to better understand and target CSCs.
Intriguingly, the key to success may lie in
our own immune system.
The most abundant immune cell
within the tumor microenvironment is
the macrophage. While biologists once
suspected that macrophages provided
anti-tumor immunity, we now know that
the tumor microenvironment is enriched
with signals that rewire these cells into
tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs),
which actually fuel the cancer’s survival,
malignancy, invasiveness, and drug resistance. Lactic acid, for example, supports
lung cancer and melanoma growth by
converting normal macrophages into
TAMs that produce high levels of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) to
promote tumor vascularization, as well
as enzymes that support nitrogen metabolism, increasing tumor cell proliferation.15 Indeed, many clinical studies have
demonstrated that increased macrophage
density is strongly correlated with poor
prognoses in thyroid, breast, lung, and
liver cancers.
Recent research has suggested that
some CSCs encourage the transformation
of normal macrophages into TAMs. Last
year, for example, a team led by researchers at the Cleveland Clinic found that CSCs
in glioblastomas, a highly malignant brain
cancer, secrete a potent chemoattractant
called periostin that instructs bloodderived macrophages to migrate into the
tumor, where they are converted into
TAMs. In a mouse model of glioblastoma,
genetically silencing periostin reduced the
number of TAMs within the tumor, inhibited tumor growth, and extended the animals’ survival.16
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Understanding the immune system’s role in stem cell biology
may help clinicians and scientists better respond to injuries
or homeostatic imbalances, as well as develop stem cell
therapies to treat diverse ailments.
Researchers are now exploring ways
to more effectively prevent macrophages
from infiltrating and acquiring this
tumor-supportive identity, and to disrupt the ongoing crosstalk between CSCs
and TAMs. A 2013 study of mouse pancreatic cancer showed that inhibiting
CSF1R and CCR2, macrophage receptors key for migration and survival,
decreased the total number of pancreatic
CSCs, enhanced chemotherapeutic efficiency, and inhibited metastasis.17 And
when human patients were treated with
a drug targeting CSF1R, patients had significantly fewer TAMs at tumor sites and
improved clinical outcomes.18
Tissue-resident stem cells’ remarkable
ability to self-renew while also giving rise
to diverse mature cell types is critical for
our existence. In order to carry out their
inherent roles in tissue maintenance and
regeneration, these stem cells rely on signals provided by diverse cell types, including immune cells, within the local and sys4 2 T H E SC I EN T I ST | the-scientist.com

temic environments. We are at the dawn of
understanding the complex and dynamic
roles of the immune system’s many cell
types and their functional relationships
with stem cells—a feat that will be critical to harnessing the power of stem cells
to treat or cure disease. J
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Microbial ecologist Fengping Wang was
not looking for archaea. She just couldn’t
stop finding them. A couple of years ago at
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Wang was
investigating the composition of marine
sediments, expecting to turn up primarily
bacteria. Instead, she says, “I kept detecting archaea. Repeatedly, they were coming up in almost every sample I studied.”
Wang was puzzled. Archaea have traditionally been thought of as extremophiles, living unusual lifestyles in unusual
environments, such as in hot springs or the
Arctic. Even though that view is changing
as more and more studies identify archaea
in diverse habitats, the organisms’ abundance in these sedimentary samples, collected from the Gulf of California, was
a surprise to Wang, and she wondered
whether perhaps they were performing an
as yet undiscovered ecosystem function.
Along with collaborators at Shenzhen University in China and the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts, Wang’s group in Shanghai
used metagenomics to identify most of the
archaea in their sediment samples as members of a phylum called Bathyarchaeota,
newly established in 2013 by Wang and
her colleagues and previously known as
the Miscellaneous Crenarchaeotic Group.
Analyzing the genomes of these archaea
revealed several sequences that appeared
to code for proteins involved in carbon
cycling processes including, unexpectedly,
acetogenesis—the production of acetate
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PLAYING A PART: Members of the phylum Bathyarchaeota are abundant in marine sediments, where
they take up carbon from organic compounds in the surrounding environment. A recent study has
shown that they also have the potential to ﬁx inorganic carbon—in the form of carbon dioxide (CO2)—
to generate acetate, an important fuel for other sediment-dwelling organisms such as methanogens
(which include marine archaea) and heterotrophic bacteria. The products of these organisms feed
back into the carbon cycle in marine sediments, where they may be consumed by other microbes.

from inorganic carbon, a crucial step in
biogeochemical cycling in marine carbon reservoirs.
“This was really surprising to us,” says
Wang. “Acetogenesis is a very important
pathway, especially in anaerobic environments, as acetate is a source of organic carbon which can be used to fuel other organisms, or for methane production. It was
thought that bacteria were the major players.”
The researchers were keen to learn
more about Bathyarchaeota’s role in acetogenesis, but they faced challenges studying
the microbes directly in the lab because the
organisms are notoriously slow-growing
and difficult to cultivate. So to test whether
the Bathyarchaeota gene sequences were in
fact functional, the team “did a little bit of
enzyme characterization,” Wang says. The
researchers cloned one of the genes that
appeared to be involved in acetogenesis,
expressed it in E. coli, and through biochemical assays showed that the resulting

enzyme could catalyze a step in the acetogenesis pathway. “We found that they can
really perform acetogenesis,” says Wang,
adding that now, scientists “will have to
rethink the roles of archaea.”
“It’s a really very interesting study
because it highlights the importance of
archaea in geochemical cycles,” says microbiologist Bettina Siebers of the University
of Duisberg-Essen, Germany, who was not
involved in the work. “It helps us to understand what’s really going on in marine sediments.” The next step, she adds, will be to
try to grow these cells in the lab to perform
studies on their function.
Plans to do just that are underway in
Wang’s lab, alongside the development of
approaches to characterize the archaea’s
carbon cycling activity in situ. “We need to
prove that the acetogenesis really occurs in
the environment,” Wang says, “not just in
the lab or in the genome.”
—Catherine Offord
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Y. He et al., “Genomic and enzymatic evidence for acetogenesis among multiple
lineages of the archaeal phylum Bathyarchaeota widespread in marine sediments,”
Nat Microbiol, 16035, 2016.
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KIN KINKS: Sporulating fungal colonies (orange) are rarer in strains evolved

MEAL TIME: Ocean-dwelling microbes chow down on marine carbon sources

under low-relatedness conditions due to the evolution of cheaters (tan).

at rates that are taxon dependent (false-color micrograph).
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E. Bastiaans et al., “Experimental evolution reveals that high relatedness protects multicellular cooperation from cheaters,” Nat Commun,
7:11435, 2016.

S. Bryson et al., “Proteomic stable isotope probing reveals taxonomically
distinct patterns in amino acid assimilation by coastal marine
bacterioplankton,” mSystems, doi:10.1128/mSystems.00027-15, 2016.

CHEATING COOPERATION

THE FIXERS

Genetic similarity among cells is probably an important factor for successful multicellularity, as suggested by studies of varying relatedness
among the fruiting bodies of myxobacteria or Dictyostelium—which form
by aggregation of cells, not by clonal expansion from a single cell. That
work showed cheating can increase with decreased relatedness , but in
these models it has not been possible to make comparisons in which
relatedness is the only variable.

Marine systems ﬁx about 50 gigatons of carbon each year, of which
about half is processed by heterotrophic microbial communities.
But relatively little is known about the role of individual taxa in the
assimilation and metabolism of carbon compounds. So Samuel Bryson,
a graduate student in Ryan Mueller’s lab at Oregon State University, set
out to test a method that could improve taxon-speciﬁc measurements of
carbon uptake and usage.

FAMILIAL FUNGI

PROTEOMIC PROBE

Duur Aanen of Wageningen University in the Netherlands and his graduate student Eric Bastiaans found a model to overcome that problem:
the bread mold Neurospora crassa. These ﬁlamentous fungi grow either
clonally—by mitosis—or by fusion with less-related cells, which creates chimeric strands. Bastiaans and Aanen evolved 31 generations of a
mutant line unable to fuse—which yielded highly related progeny—and
a standard strain, with lower relatedness due to fusion. They found that
more cheaters arose in the standard strain, which had a lower spore yield
because the cheaters neglected their somatic functions.

Bryson and his colleagues added 13C-labeled amino acids to seawater
samples of bacterioplankton collected at two different locations off the
western coast of the U.S. The team then used metagenomics and mass
spectrometry to analyze various bacterial orders’ incorporation of 13C
into peptides to see “who is taking up what,” says Bryson.

EXPLAINING EVOLUTION

David Queller of Washington University in St. Louis, who has done
similar work in Dictyostelium, praises the creative use of Neurospora and
calls the work a “signiﬁcant advance.” It’s a rare experimental-evolution
study of cooperation, and “the only one that did a proper low-relatedness and high-relatedness treatment,” Queller says.

HEAVY LIFTERS

The researchers found that some orders, such as Alteromonadales,
incorporated 13C-amino acids into biomass more rapidly than moredominant orders like Rhodobacteriales and Flavobacteriales. “I think
it’s using some really cutting-edge technology to get at an important
question in microbial oceanography,” says David Kirchman, a marine
microbiologist at the University of Delaware, adding that data on how
bacteria share the job of carbon assimilation will help scientists better
understand carbon cycling in marine systems.
COMPLICATING MATTERS

SOCIETAL IMPACT

Aanen plans to study the dynamics of fungal cultures in which cheating
and cooperative cells coexist—work that might help explain the structure
of human organizations with too few team players. “There are so many
interesting parallels in human societies,” he says.
—Jenny Rood

So far, the method has “conﬁrmed and validated other predictions and
observations” about taxonomic differences in amino acid assimilation,
says Bryson. The next step will be to increase the complexity of the
experiments, by “looking at how taxa respond across a variety of
substrates,” he says.
—Catherine Offord
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Sounds from the Seas
Behavioral ecologist Peter Tyack studies the social structures and behaviors
of whales and dolphins, recording and analyzing their acoustic communications.
BY ANNA AZVOLINSKY

“Right whales have moved from being
basses to being tenors to avoid all
of the low-frequency noise from shipping.”
That summer job was fortuitous because it led Tyack to study
marine mammal communication. Next door to the house where
Walcott and his students worked, Roger Payne—who in 1967,
along with his then wife Katharine, had famously discovered that
humpback whales sing songs—was analyzing whale-song recordings. Tyack would go over to Payne’s house every few weeks to sing
madrigals. One evening, Payne answered a phone call from the
New York Zoological Society, where he worked during the rest of
the year. The staff member on the other end told Payne that they
needed to hire a caretaker for their whale field site in Patagonia.
Tyack enthusiastically volunteered.
Taking a year off from Harvard, he flew to Patagonia and
traveled to the Peninsula Valdez in Argentina. “It’s 42° south
latitude. As a comparison, Boston is 42° north latitude. There
were only a few hundred people living there, and there was this
incredible richness of marine wildlife,” he says. Using a hydrophone he installed a kilometer offshore, Tyack recorded the
sounds of bottlenose dolphins as they swam past the research
camp. He assembled the electronics for the underwater record4 6 T H E SC I EN T I ST | the-scientist.com

ers himself, learning on the go. “There were just bits and pieces
from disposable buoys donated by the US Navy. I pirated them
to make the equipment I needed. That’s field biology—you have
to learn how to solve whatever problem comes at you.” When he
returned to Boston, Tyack wrote his senior thesis about how the
pattern of the animals’ calls changed depending on other nearby
dolphins, people, or boats. The experience made Tyack realize
he wanted to do fieldwork as a career.
Here, Tyack discusses the whale equivalent of “the cocktail party
effect,” how studying whales has shown him the limits of humans’
imagination, and the excitement a day in the field can bring.

TYACK TRAINS
Hands on learning. Tyack was part of the Sputnik generation, a
time when there was an emphasis on the creative process in science.
“In elementary school, what grabbed my attention was the hour a day
we spent doing a science study project. It was very much capturing the
experience first and then working out what was going on,” says Tyack. “We
collected water from a puddle, looked under a lens, and saw protozoans;
we explored how the volume of a gas changes its temperature.”
Sparking an interest. Tyack’s father was a historian, and his
mother was a psycholinguist who studied language learning disabilities. His parents met through singing, and Tyack says he grew up
with a love of acoustics and music. His family lived in Boston until
he was 5 years old, and his parents, avid sailors, frequently took the
young Tyack ocean sailing. He encountered his first whale at age 5,
while sailing with his parents and a family friend who was blind.
“The man could hear the whale at sea before anyone could see anything. Within a few minutes we sighted the whale, which is the first
time I ever saw one.” The family moved to Portland, Oregon, where
Tyack hiked and did mountain climbing. “Living on the West Coast
lodged my initial interest in field biology,” he says.
In good company. Tyack entered Harvard University as a freshman
in 1972. He was initially interested in neuroscience, but after taking a
freshman course with E.O. Wilson, who was studying sociobiology and
evolution at the time, he decided to major in biological anthropology.
In his sophomore year, Tyack read a New Yorker article that featured
William Schevill, a founder of the field of marine mammal acoustics
and the first to record and study underwater sounds of marine
mammals. The article noted that Schevill’s office, in the attic of
Harvard’s Museum of Comparative Zoology, was impossible to find.
“It took me three trips of exploring the attic to find it, but I finally
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n 1974, during the spring semester of his junior year at Harvard University, Peter Tyack noticed a summer job posting
tacked up on the bulletin board of the undergraduate biology office. “It said, ‘Do you want to clean pigeon cages, train
homing pigeons, and join a project studying how pigeons navigate?’” says the marine mammal biologist. Tyack’s answer was
an emphatic yes. “I leapt at this first opportunity to do fieldwork.” In high school, Tyack had worked at a start-up medical
devices company in Palo Alto. The office job was a stark contrast
to time spent hiking and mountain climbing, and he was itching
to spend time in the field
Under the supervision of animal behaviorist Charles Walcott,
Tyack spent that summer in Lincoln, Massachusetts, securing tiny
magnetic coils to the heads of homing pigeons. Depending on the
orientation of the battery’s polarity, the pigeons would either fly
home or 180 degrees from home under overcast skies when the
sun was not visible, Walcott and his students found. “It was an
early and really clean experiment on the impact of magnetic field
on navigation,” says Tyack.

found the office. I took a reading course with him on marine mammal
behavior and very quickly focused on bioacoustics.”
A research vision. After his senior year, Tyack continued to work
with Payne and went to Hawaii to capture recordings of humpback
whales. Because humpbacks usually sing only when alone, it was
easier to study their vocal communication than those of dolphins.
“Dolphins travel in a group, and you can capture the group sound,
but it’s very difficult to identify which individual is making a sound
and which one is responding. I’ve spent my career trying to solve that
problem,” says Tyack. Land animals give visual cues when making a
sound, and our ears can locate where a sound is coming from in air.
But underwater, cetaceans provide no visual cues, and our ears do
not sense the direction of a sound. Tyack observed that a humpback
would continue to sing when it surfaced, but the sound would lose its
low-frequency energy. Then the whale would take a breath through
its blowhole and dive back down, continuing to sing. This disruption
resulted in a change in frequency that could identify the singer.

TYACK TACKLES

PETER TYACK

CREDIT LINE

Professor of Marine Mammal Biology
Scottish Oceans Institute, School of Biology
University of St Andrews
Fife, Scotland, U.K.

Greatest Hits
• Provided evidence that, similar to those of songbirds,
humpback whale songs play a role in mating
• Found that humpback whales have a wide range of songs
and are able to make complex and rapid changes to their
songs—evidence that the marine mammal is capable
of vocal learning
• Demonstrated that individual dolphins produce
a signature whistle and showed that the animals can readily
imitate the whistles of other dolphins
• Pioneered a sound-orientation tag that, when attached to
a dolphin, is able to identify the animal producing vocalization
in a group of captive animals, and a digital acoustic-recording
tag to measure the vocal responses of wild cetaceans
• Raised awareness of how oil rigs, boats, and sonar disturb
marine mammals

Whale serenade. While in Hawaii, Tyack applied to graduate
programs and chose to study animal behavior at Rockefeller
University, entering grad school in 1977. He wanted to continue
the humpback whale work and chose two advisors: Donald Griffin,
who was among the first to study cognitive awareness in animals,
and Peter Marler, who studied the singing behavior and patterns
of birds. Tyack also continued to work with Payne, an adjunct
professor at Rockefeller. “Roger was my practical field advisor, while
Griffin never went into the field, but he explored a set of intellectual
questions. That was helpful in pulling me to think broadly and to
not get caught up in the minutiae of a single field project.”
Tyack would spend January to May in Maui, Hawaii, following
the movements and recording the songs of humpback whales. He
observed that lone whales (it was difficult to determine their sex)
do most of the singing, and only during breeding season, and proposed that the males sing to females to communicate their readiness to mate and to other males to communicate a readiness to
compete. Along with Roger and Katharine Payne, Tyack also found
that the whales sang different variations of songs and that the songs
changed throughout the breeding season, providing some of the
first examples of complex changes in animal vocalization. “The
animals are constantly changing the song while singing, and the
only way that can happen is by vocal learning, which is rare among
mammals,” says Tyack.
07.2016 | THE SCIENTIST 47
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Sound engineer. In 1982, Tyack began a postdoctoral fellowship at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution with William Watkins,
which lasted three years, and then transitioned into a permanent
research position there. “The field then was limited in methodology,
and it was helpful to be in a place that was centered on solving
measurement problems at sea, even though I had very few colleagues in
animal behavior there,” he says. He designed a device—an underwater
microphone, circuitry, and light-emitting diodes that lit up depending
on the strength of the animal call—that could be attached to captive
dolphins’ heads to identify which dolphin in a group is vocalizing.
Working at an aquarium on Cape Cod, Tyack showed that each animal
produces a signature whistle and can precisely mimic other animals’
whistles. More recently Tyack, along with acoustical engineer Mark
Johnson, built a recording device that can attach to large marine
mammals in the wild and record their sounds. “Mark was a very
creative engineer and added accelerometers and magnetometers to
the device to record the animal’s orientation, which gives us a much
richer view of how the animal is moving along with its sounds,” says
Tyack. Over the course of 15 years, he developed smaller versions of the
tags that can be used to track dolphins. The tags last up to 24 hours,
recording tens of gigabytes of data. “The tags are tools to understand
how these animals communicate with one another, a phenomenon
I’m still exploring to this day,” says Tyack.
Unintended consequences. Those devices, it turned out, could
also be used as an acoustic dosimeter to study the impact of manmade noises in the ocean. “As we developed these tags, evidence
emerged that sounds of naval sonars could cause massive numbers
of deep-diving beaked whales to strand and die in Greece and the
Bahamas. It seemed that there was something causing the animals
to respond to the sonar in a way that caused them to strand,” says
Tyack. Using the tags, Tyack and his team studied beaked whales in
the Bahamas, finding that the whales use echolocation to forage for
prey at a depth of a kilometer or more, a “crazy place for a mammal
to make a living.” After experiments studying how beaked whales
respond to sonar, the National Marine Fisheries Service and the
Navy reached an agreement to lower the threshold at which sonar
was predicted to disrupt the behavior of the animals.
Not-so-white noise. In 2011, after 29 years at Woods Hole, Tyack
moved to the University of St Andrews in Scotland. He continues to
study the effect of man-made noises on the ocean’s marine mammals.
“The beaked whale problem was a canary in the coal mine—an
unexpected and dramatic problem that does not seem to be true for
all marine mammals, but that has alerted us to the potential impact
of chronic noise on these animals. But chronic noise is very difficult
to study. How can you tell that a whale a hundred miles from another
whale is not responding because of another noise?” Tyack, along with
his then graduate student Susan Parks, has used the acoustic recording
tags to show that the animals can compensate for the interfering
noise. “It turns out that right whales have their own version of the
cocktail party effect. The louder the interfering noise, the louder the
whales begin to call to compensate for the noise. The animals don’t
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just live with a reduced range; they must have an effective range to
which they want to communicate, but they will modify their signals
to do that,” says Tyack. The animals also compensate by changing the
wave frequency of their call or by repeating their message. “These
whales have increased the frequency of their calls in the 20th century
by significant amounts. They have moved from being basses to being
tenors to avoid all of the low-frequency noise from shipping.” Tyack
is now trying to understand the impact of these behavioral and
physiological responses to noise. “What does this do to reproduction
and survival? We don’t know the answer to this difficult question.”

TYACK THRIVES
Good old days. “Originally, to capture whale sounds, we used
analog electronics that showed the amount of energy at different
frequencies by burning marks onto special paper. In the original
humpback song analysis, Katharine [Payne] had to analyze the
10-minute songs by stitching together pieces of paper with 1.2-second
data increments. It was a nightmare. By the time I worked on my
PhD, there were digital machines that converted the audio into
the energy at different frequencies that were captured on 35-mm
photographic paper. Now, any student with a laptop can download
a program and do this analysis instantly with almost no effort.”
Thrill of the unknown. “What I’ve always loved about fieldwork is
that you have no idea what the day will bring, what you will discover.
In Argentina, it was much more contemplative; I was alone much of
the time. But in Hawaii, for example, it was a team of 15 to 20 to man
the boats and the shore station. I like peace and quiet, but it taught
me how much you can do with a team that functions well.”
Risky business. “I was always comfortable in the water and
on boats. I always loved swimming and became certified to dive
as an undergraduate. The water and boats can be big hurdles
for people wanting to get into marine biology. I remember
discussions with primate evolutionary biologists at a time in
the 1970s when Stanford students were held hostage by an
African rebel group, and researchers risked infection with
tropical disease. And they would say to me, ‘Oh my god, you
have to get out on a boat?’ I was just incredulous. Here they
were the ones taking real risks. Meanwhile, getting on a boat
was no risk at all.”
A problem of scale. “The problem with studying whales is that
they live on a much larger scale than we do. The animals can be
separated by kilometers, and sitting in a boat your field of view is
way too small. When we look from the boat, the scope over which
our senses are operating [is] so much smaller that it takes a
leap of the imagination to [comprehend] that another whale can
hear a whale’s call a hundred kilometers away. These are ocean
basin–scale animals that are swimming from Hawaii to Alaska,
solving orientation and navigation problems over the whole
North Pacific. But that is hard to grasp, an impoverishment of
our imagination.” J

SCIENTIST TO WATCH

Tessa Hill: Climate Tracker
Associate Professor, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and
Bodega Marine Laboratory, University of California, Davis. Age: 38
BY CATHERINE OFFORD
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rowing up on the Paciﬁc coast, Tessa
Hill developed a fascination with the
sea and its wildlife. In the late ’90s,
eager to see another part of the country—
and another ocean—she moved to Eckerd
College in Saint Petersburg, Florida, to study
marine science. There, she became interested in the relationship between oceans and
environmental change. “I wanted to learn
more about the Earth’s climate system,” she
says. “How it operated in the past, and how
we might be modifying that system today.”
In 1999, Hill moved back west for a PhD
at the University of California, Santa Barbara, where she worked with paleoceanographer James Kennett to document the
contribution of ocean sources of methane
to climate change throughout Earth’s history. “She’s very capable of choosing questions of major signiﬁcance,” Kennett says
of Hill, adding that on the methane project,
“she just jumped right in.” During her dissertation work, Hill discovered that methane
gas leaves a signature in the fossilized shells
of Foraminifera—amoeboid protists found in
marine sediments—that can be used to track
changes in methane levels in the world’s
oceans through time.1
Graduating in 2004, she moved to the
University of California, Davis, to investigate
more-current climate trends. “I was interested
in asking questions about modern impacts on
the ocean,” she says. “I think it’s hard to be a
climate scientist studying Earth’s natural climate system and not start to wonder how we
are impacting things.”
As a postdoc in the lab of biogeochemist Howie Spero, Hill measured shorter-term
changes in oceanic environments via deepsea corals, which show tree ring–like annual
growth patterns. “Her research program was
extremely successful,” Spero says, noting that
it wasn’t long before UC Davis offered her a
faculty position. Since then, he adds, “she’s

really been the glue, so to speak, that’s held
a lot of the research together at the frontier
between earth science and biology.”
That research has been carried out on
UC Davis’s campus and 100 miles west at
the university’s Bodega Marine Laboratory,
where Hill’s group reconstructs paleoclimates and assesses the effect of current and
expected geochemical changes in the ocean
on ecologically and commercially important
members of marine communities.
In 2011, for example, her group showed
that mussels grown in the lab in seawater
containing CO2 levels predicted for 2100
made thinner, more fragile shells.2 And earlier this year, she and her colleagues found
that when algae and seagrasses living in
tidal pools switch off oxygen-producing photosynthesis for the night, the pools become
corrosive to shell-growing animals, indicating that coastal creatures could become
early victims of ocean acidiﬁcation.3 Importantly, Hill says, “we’re starting to connect
the dots between what we see in the lab and
what we see in the real world.”
Beyond her academic research, Hill has
also been recognized for her outreach work—
she was named a public engagement fellow
by the Leshner Leadership Institute at the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science in December—and collaborates not
only with other scientists but with policy makers and aquaculture industrialists. In May,
she visited the White House to receive
a Presidential Early Career Award for
Scientists and Engineers (PECASE) in
recognition of innovative research and
commitment to community service.
“I don’t really want to be in the
business of documenting decline,”
Hill explains. “Rather, I would like
to do good science that can be
used by people to make better
decisions.” J
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Pointing in the Right Direction
Composite endpoints are increasingly used to boost the statistical sensitivity of clinical trials
without ballooning costs. But there’s a right way and a wrong way to do it, experts say.
BY SARAH C.P. WILLIAMS
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or affected any other combination of the
three measures.
“It can be really hard to understand
these studies,” says Lisa Schwartz, a professor of medicine and a medical communication researcher at Dartmouth College.
“A drug reduces your chances of this or
this or that; what does that really mean?”
Stolker, Schwartz, and other experts
in statistics and study design say that
composite endpoints are overused—or,
at the very least, often improperly used.
The Scientist asked these experts for their
advice on proper design and interpretation of the statistical approach. Here’s
what they said.

Weigh the importance
of endpoints
Because it’s so hard to determine which
outcomes are truly affected by a trial that
uses composite endpoints, Stolker says
it’s key to select appropriate endpoints

before a study begins. His number one
piece of advice: choose endpoints that
are relatively similar in how clinically
important they are to patients.
“We have so many trials that are
being driven by endpoints that don’t
matter very much,” says Stolker. “It’s kind
of a chronic pet peeve of lots of us doing
outcomes research.”
In cardiology, for instance, multiple
endpoints can be used to evaluate drugs
or procedures that treat heart disease.
Researchers can measure the frequency
of procedures such as bypasses or angioplasties that patients receive to treat vessel blockages; the number of strokes or
heart attacks patients experience; how
many patients are hospitalized; rates
of death; or in the case of many studies with composite endpoints, all of the
above. But would patients be equally apt
to take a drug with side effects if its only
benefit was a slight downtick in the rate
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t’s a moment every clinical researcher
dreads: you crunch the numbers for an
upcoming trial and realize you’ll need
to recruit tens of thousands of participants to show a statistically significant
effect for the therapy you’re testing. You
don’t see any way to change most of your
variables linked to trial size. But what if
you change your endpoints?
In recent years, a growing number of
clinical trials have used composite endpoints—multiple events all treated as one
endpoint—as a way to boost the power
of a study so that fewer participants are
needed. “Say you’re designing a study to
look at heart attacks, and it looks like
you’ll need 40,000 patients,” says Joshua
Stolker, a cardiologist at Mercy Clinic
in Saint Louis. “But if you use a combined endpoint that considers both heart
attacks and hospitalizations, suddenly
you only need 20,000. Then you add in
revascularization surgeries, and you only
need 5,000 patients.”
In that hypothetical example,
researchers who chose to combine all
three outcomes would be testing whether
their intervention changed the number
of heart attacks patients experienced,
the number of hospitalizations, or the
number of revascularization surgeries they required. The study would need
fewer patients to reach a firm conclusion
because increasing the number of possible outcomes in their endpoint makes it
more likely that one of them would occur
in any given patient. But the design limits the study’s conclusion, because a composite endpoint lumps together all the
outcomes, making it hard to conclude
which outcome is affected by the intervention. The drug may have decreased
the number of surgeries but not heart
attacks or hospitalizations, for example,
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of hospitalizations, but not in the rate of
strokes, heart attacks, or death?
That question plays out constantly in
the field, says Stolker. The 2006 DREAM
trial testing rosiglitazone (Avandia) concluded that the drug was effective for a
composite endpoint combining death
and new diabetes diagnoses (Lancet,
368:1096-105). The results left clinicians and patients wondering whether
the drug improved only one of the two
drastically different outcomes and, if so,
which one.
Curious how patients rank the relative value of commonly used cardiac endpoints, Stolker and his colleagues surveyed 785 cardiovascular patients and
164 authors of recent clinical trials about
which negative outcomes they considered
most important for an intervention to
reduce (Circulation, 130:1254-61, 2014).
While clinicians rated death as the top
outcome to prevent, many patients saw
it differently. “If you’re doing a treatment
for people in their 80s, maybe the only
thing that matters is reducing strokes,”
says Stolker. “They don’t care if they’re
hospitalized five times, but they’re terrified of becoming a vegetable.”
So what do Stolker’s ranking results
have to do with composite endpoints?
Studies with composite endpoints are
typically designed to give equal weight
to all endpoints. But that means you
must select endpoints that are—from a
patient’s perspective—equal. Stolker suggests surveying a small group of patients
before a trial to get a sense of whether
they view your endpoints as relatively

similar in importance. Or, he says, you
could use weighted endpoints, adding
a statistical twist to the standard idea
of composite endpoints. In that case,
different values are assigned to different outcomes within a composite endpoint, rather than treating all outcomes
as statistically identical. But using this
approach could require more patients
and complicate the analysis.
“Weighted endpoints are an idea
that’s been very slow to catch on, but they
really make sense,” Stolker says. If a trial
combines endpoints of strokes and hospitalizations, you could assign more value
to occurrences of strokes, and less to
hospitalizations. “This can really change
the way you’d interpret the study and
whether it’s positive or negative to do one
therapy over another,” he says.

Decompose effects
Even choosing appropriate, equally
important endpoints doesn’t fully solve
the problem. By their nature, composite
endpoints often leave unanswered questions about the effects of an intervention.
Are the outcomes influenced similarly by
the intervention, or does one outcome
increase and another decrease? It’s a particular issue when using the common
composite endpoint “event-free survival,”
says radiation oncologist Loren Mell of
the University of California, San Diego.
“Event-free survival, or overall survival, is a composite endpoint because it
includes death from multiple different
causes,” says Mell. In cancer, he explains,
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that means deaths included in a study
could be deaths from the cancer itself
or from the toxicity of a strong systemic
drug. “For a researcher, it’s a very different story if a drug is completely inert or if
it’s effective but the survival is being offset by toxicity,” he says.
Mell and his colleagues looked at 158
studies linking patterns of gene expression to cancer outcome and using eventfree survival as an endpoint (BMC Proceedings, 9 (Suppl 1):A17, 2015). Only 15
of the studies, or about 10 percent, specifically reported the effects on both cancer and noncancer events. That means
that in 90 percent of the studies, readers
can’t conclude whether the genes studied
have an effect on cancer or on death from
another cause, says Mell. “It’s this problem of saying, ‘I showed that X affects
either A or B and therefore X affects A.’
It’s a logical fallacy that is repeated in the
scientific literature again and again.”
Mell’s advice: if you’re using eventfree survival or overall survival as a composite endpoint, do the extra statistics
to show the effect of your gene of interest or new therapy on different events.
Depending on the details of your study,
you may not have enough participants to
show a statistically significant effect of
each outcome, but you could still crunch
the numbers to offer a glimpse of what
the results suggest.

Keep it simple
In some fields, there are reasons beyond
reducing costs and trial sizes to use com-

posite endpoints. In multifaceted diseases like Alzheimer’s, for example, composite endpoints are required to capture
the complexity of disease.
“Depending on where people are in
the process of disease, certain cognitive
areas are impacted more than others,”
says Alette Wessels, a neuropsychologist who leads the development of outcomes measures for Alzheimer’s trials at
Eli Lilly. “And then, as you can imagine,
there is variability between subjects.”
So a single endpoint—measuring
memory, for instance—might not capture the severity of Alzheimer’s in all
patients. Combining endpoints that
reflect memory, executive functioning,
and language could capture cognitive
deficits more completely.
Yet problems in interpreting composite endpoints still arise, says Wessels. “There are a lot of different composites; a lot of researchers come up
with their own version by combining
different items. And data comparison
or results comparison is very difficult if
everyone is doing something different.”
There are three different tools used to
assess Alzheimer’s patients, she explains,
and each contains many data points
collected by testing patients and interviewing them or their caregiver. Many
researchers create their own composite
endpoints by picking and choosing different items out of the three scales. Ideally, Wessels says, researchers in a field
like Alzheimer’s should settle on a single,
accepted composite endpoint to use in a
broad range of studies.
Whether you’re using a composite
endpoint that has been developed by others or combining outcomes into a new
composite, Wessels says simplicity is
important. “The more statistical manipulation you’re doing when you’re combining things, the more difficult it is, at the
end of the day, to figure out what’s driving any treatment effect.”

Communicate clearly
Most problems with composite endpoints, says Schwartz, could be solved
by better discussions of endpoints in
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research papers. In 2010, Schwartz
analyzed a collection of studies from
various fields that used composite
endpoints (BMJ, 341:c3920). Only
one of 40 papers included a discussion of how the authors chose components of the endpoint; 13 of the
papers had inconsistent definitions
of their composite, making it unclear
what outcomes were included. Moreover, among the 16 trials that had a
statistically significant composite at
the end, 11 misleadingly used language implying that the intervention
affected an individual component of
the composite.
Authors commonly use “and” when
discussing their results, Schwartz
says. “But if you have a composite, it
reduces [the risk of ] this, this, or that.
It doesn’t reduce this, this, and that.
It’s very subtle language but it’s very
important.” Incorrect language and
wording in research papers can be
propagated through media coverage of
a paper and lead to faulty news articles
about the research.
“The clearest thing to say is that a
drug affects the chance of any one of
these things happening,” Schwartz suggests. “Don’t give the message that it
affects all of these things.” She also
echoes what others have suggested
about teasing apart the effects within a
composite. “Give people a sense about
where you’re most confident the effect
was,” she says. J
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Exome Exercises
Identifying and understanding the genetic components
of rare diseases
BY KELLY RAE CHI

L
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CROSS COMPARE: Each model organism has its own vocabulary that researchers use to describe
an array of characteristics. The Monarch Initiative has mapped phenotype descriptions used in
model systems to human clinical features. The Initiative’s Exomiser software employs this mapping
strategy to help users better understand human genetic disorders by widening the pool of genefunction associations.

a slightly different tack to build a case
for causation.

EXOMISER
www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/
exomiser
Launched in 2014, Exomiser is an opensource Java software package that filters and prioritizes candidate genes and
variants from whole-exome or wholegenome sequencing data, with a spe-

cial focus on phenotypic data. The program is a suite of various algorithms
developed by the Monarch Initiative,
a cross-institutional collaboration that
builds bioinformatics tools to help scientists more easily navigate phenotypes,
diseases, model systems, and genes in
translational research.
HOW IT WORKS: Users enter a patient’s

clinical features and exome into the pro-

ROBINSON ET AL., GENOME RES, 24:340–48, 2014.

ast fall, the conclusion of the 1000
Genomes Project revealed 88 million variants in the human genome.
What most of them mean for human
health is unclear. Of the known associations between a genetic variant and disease, many are still tenuous at best. How
can scientists determine which genes or
genetic variants are truly detrimental?
Patients with rare diseases are often
caught in the crosshairs of this uncertainty. By the time they have their
genome, or portions of it, sequenced,
they’ve endured countless physician
visits and tests. Sequencing provides
some hope for an answer, but the process of uncovering causal variants on
which to build a treatment plan is still
one of painstaking detective work with
many false leads. Even variants that are
known to be harmful show no effects
in some individuals who harbor them,
says Adrian Liston, a translational
immunologist at the University of Leuven in Belgium who works on disease
gene discovery.
Exome sequencing, which covers the 1 percent to 2 percent of the
genome that codes for protein, typically turns up some 30,000 genetic
variants, which need to be carefully
assessed. Advances in bioinformatics
tools have allowed researchers to rapidly whittle numerous variants or genes
down to a manageable list. From there,
other web-based platforms are helping investigators build a case for causation. These steps are important, Liston
says, because testing a gene candidate
in animal models or cell lines consumes
a vast amount of resources.
The Scientist spoke with developers
and users of these tools—all of them
freely available and each of which takes

gram, and Exomiser generates a scored
list of candidate variants based on how
frequently a variant occurs in the broader
population; the type of mutation and
how disruptive it may be; and potentially
related genes, which may be implicated
in a particular disease or clinical feature.
What sets Exomiser and other Monarch Initiative tools apart from others is
that they also employ data from model
organisms to predict whether a mutation
is involved in the person’s disease, says
Orion Buske, a computational biology
graduate student in Michael Brudno’s lab
at the University of Toronto.
At the heart of this capability is the
Human Phenotype Ontology, a standardized vocabulary of more than 11,000 clinical signs and symptoms that has seen
broad adoption in the genetics research
community. Similar
annotations for zebrafish,
mice, Drosophila, and
other model organisms
enable Exomiser to draw
connections between
humans and other species. Such annotations
also cast a wider net
for functionality, Buske
adds; while only about
35 percent of human
genes have known associations with disease
phenotypes, you can
bump that up to 80 percent if you look across
other species.
“We’re all conserved
enough that that tells
you something about
humans in general,”
Buske says. “It’s not perfect, but it’s way better
than knowing nothing.”
Evaluating exome
sequence data using
human and model
organism phenotypes
improves diagnostic efficiency, according to a study published
by Exomiser’s develop-

ers last year (Genet Med, doi:10.1038/
gim.2015.137, 2015).
GETTING STARTED: Check out the
Nature Protocols piece on how to install
and use this tool (10:2004-15, 2015).
Exomiser is a stand-alone application
that can be downloaded and run on a
single desktop computer, and is incorporated into the analysis pipeline at the
National Institutes of Health’s Undiagnosed Diseases Network.
CONSIDERATIONS: Exomiser incorporates data from the 1000 Genomes Project and the Exome Variant Server. A new
beta version of Exomiser also includes
data from the Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC), a reference collection of
exome data from 60,000 people.

CLINVAR
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar
ClinVar is a publicly available database
that curates genetic variants linked to
diseases. Launched in 2013 and developed by the NIH’s National Center for
Biotechnology Information, ClinVar
has collected clinical interpretations of
more than 125,000 unique variants from
researchers and databases to date, says
clinical geneticist Heidi Rehm, director
of the Laboratory for Molecular Medicine at Partners Healthcare Personalized
Medicine in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
ClinVar takes into account the inexact nature of determining a gene variant’s effect on health, with one research
group saying it is benign, while another
says it’s more serious. In addition, the
categorizations themselves—for exam-

QUERY AWAY: NCBI’s publicly
available database ClinVar allows
users to search by variant, gene
symbol, disease, and other criteria.
An individual report collates
knowledge about the variant’s role
in disease. The example shown
here is for a variant of the PTPN11
gene associated with LEOPARD
syndrome, a cardiomyopathic
disorder. Interpretations can differ,
but ClinVar allows researchers to
view the evidence underlying these
discordances.
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ple, “likely pathogenic”—are more clearly
defined and standardized in the tool.
HOW IT WORKS: ClinVar uses a starbased system to rate the review level of a
given variant’s supposed (or interpreted)
role in disease. A four-star rating is the
highest, meaning the variant has been
through a review process with multiple
experts in the community weighing in
on its interpretation and the supporting evidence. The upside of this detailed
review process is that users can trust
three- and four-star variants, Rehm
says. However, only a small subset of the

variants in the ClinVar database (3,800)
fit into these categories.
More often, variants receive one star—
usually based on a single submission providing an interpretation and rules for interpretation—or no stars, indicating that the
submitter did not provide their interpretation criteria and attest to a comprehensive
review of supporting evidence. One challenge facing the field is that most of the
clinically significant variants (83 percent)
in the ClinVar repository are unique to a
particular family or are very rare, according
to an analysis published last year by Rehm
(N Engl J Med, 372:2235-42, 2015).

GENERAL TIPS:
Whole-genome vs. whole-exome? Whole-exome sequencing is almost always
the better choice, because it costs much less. Annotation of variants in noncoding
regions of the genome is still not up to scratch, so most of that data are still unusable,
says the University of Leuven’s Adrian Liston. Still, a head-to-head comparison of
the approaches published last year found that whole-genome sequencing is more
powerful for detecting candidates for rare diseases (PNAS, 112:5473-78, 2015).
Use reference populations as similar as possible to your patient. Large reference
sets like the 1000 Genomes Project may not serve as adequate ﬁlters for your case
or cohort, if your population is not represented in these databases (e.g., if you are
studying a relatively isolated village that is not sampled in one of these big projects),
so you’ll have to start building your own reference database or ﬁnd someone else who
has one.
Analyze families whenever possible. Sequence the exomes of parents and, ideally, a
healthy sibling. “This is essential if you’re going to look for de novo mutations,” Liston says.
Read and read more. Bioinformatics tools should be used to help you narrow down
the candidates to a list that you can manage by reading papers on those genes.
Prioritization is a team effort. Taking a short list of candidates down from 10 to just
1 or 2 is a subjective decision-making process. Assemble a team of experts, including
those well versed in a particular disease process, to help you decide which candidates
to take further. A team like this should meet multiple times throughout the process,
making decisions about, for example, when to sequence a particular variant (Sanger
validation) in additional family members, says Christopher Cassa of Brigham and
Women’s Hospital in Boston.
Build a case for publication. When he’s reviewing papers, Liston looks for a second,
independent family that is affected by the same variant and gene as the original
patient. If you don’t have one, you’ll need to pursue other supporting evidence, such
as from cell lines or animal models.
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GETTING STARTED: To learn how to

take full advantage of ClinVar, check
out a recent detailed primer geared
for users (Curr Protoc Hum Genet,
doi:10.1002/0471142905.hg0816s89,
2016). A YouTube video explains the different search options. Because the usefulness of the tool relies on submissions,
Rehm encourages labs to share data. A
submission wizard tool can be found on
ClinVar’s site.
CONSIDERATIONS: Although ClinVar
aims to be everything you need, it isn’t just
yet. That’s mainly because the database
relies on voluntary submissions. “We’re
still trying to convince all of the journals to
require [sharing on] ClinVar as part of the
publication,” Rehm says. She and her colleagues are working to mandate submission from clinical laboratories as well.
In the meantime, Rehm consults a
variety of sources to research the potential clinical significance of candidate variants identified in patients’ genetic data.
These include the Human Genetic Mutation Database (HGMD), which collects all
of the variants that have been published in
the literature. Although HGMD is poorly
curated, “it’s at least helpful in trying to
find the publications where your variant
might be reported,” she says. She also still
digs into disease-specific databases, some
of them archival, for particular variants.

MATCHMAKER EXCHANGE
www.matchmakerexchange.org
Matchmaker Exchange is a network
that connects the stand-alone databases
focused on linking human genes and clinical features. Today the platform draws on
three existing databases and will incorporate more in the future. In addition to
collating information on gene–disease
links, Matchmaker Exchange aims to join
together researchers who are working on
rare disease cases to share information
and potentially collaborate. The ultimate
goal is to help researchers build a more
solid case for a causal gene and publish on
it, because many rare disease gene candidates languish in the lab unpublished,
notes Rehm, who led the development of
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PAIRING UP: Matchmaker Exchange’s founding members are PhenomeCentral, GeneMatcher, and
DECIPHER (dotted arrows), but the platform will soon allow researchers to query an even larger
number of databases. Each takes a slightly different approach to understanding rare genetic diseases.

the platform. The October 2015 issue of
Human Mutation details the platform’s
capabilities and utility (36:915-1019).

Baltimore, Maryland. Patients can also use
the tool, as can researchers using animal
models, she adds.

HOW IT WORKS: Choose among Match-

PhenomeCentral. This tool for clinicians
and scientists is phenotype-focused,
allowing users investigating rare and
unnamed disorders to be paired based
on Human Phenotype Ontology vocabulary. It also incorporates the Exomiser
software package to filter and prioritize
genes for matching with other cases.

COURTESY OF ORION BUSKE

maker Exchange’s founding members:
GeneMatcher. Create an entry for the
gene you’re interested in. If two people
create an entry with the same gene name,
the database (which is otherwise not
searchable) will send them both an email.
As of May, 4,459 genes had been submitted by 1,675 users from 55 countries. More
than 5,200 matches have been made on
some 1,200 genes. “This brings together
people, knowing they can talk more in
detail about the features of the patient
[and] about variants of the gene they are
studying,” says GeneMatcher codeveloper
Nara Sobreira, an assistant professor of
pediatrics at Johns Hopkins Medicine in

DECIPHER. This web-based database
pulls together a variety of bioinformatics tools to help clinicians interpret variants and to pair up cases on the basis of
shared variant and clinical data. There are
several ways to make matches in the database. For example, nonregistered users can
search DECIPHER’s open-access patient
records covering 56,000 phenotypes,

More databases are coming soon, including patient portals such as PEER,
PatientKind, and ClinGen’s GenomeConnect, as well as Monarch Initiative’s
model organism–focused database.
GETTING STARTED: You need to create a

single log-in to any one of the three databases that are currently part of the network. Pick the one that best fits the data
you have and the questions you want to
ask. Creating an entry takes roughly 10
minutes, and you can elect which other
databases you want to run your query
against, Buske says.
CONSIDERATIONS: An ideal time to use
Matchmaker Exchange is fairly late in the
process, when you have a candidate gene or
two for an individual or family that you are
fairly certain is causal, but you want to find
that second family to strengthen your case.
“That’s important because if everyone put seven or eight variants in Matchmaker Exchange, the chance that you hit
some other person that has a case is substantial,” says Christopher Cassa, a geneticist at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. More hits bring more false
positives, though. Cassa and his group
have developed a tool called Rare Disease
Match, which uses data from the Exome
Aggregation Consortium to help predict
the probability of observing a gene based
on chance (Hum Mutat, 36:998-1003,
2015). They hope to integrate this tool
with Matchmaker Exchange.
Despite the challenge of false-positives, Matchmaker Exchange stakeholders hope the tool can eventually be useful earlier in the workflow, Buske says,
where, for example, matches can be
made with less-complete data. The platform also aims to support whole-exome
searching rather than single variants or
genes of interest, though there are more
privacy issues to iron out. J
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Bench to Bioinformatics
In today’s data-heavy research environment, wet-lab scientists
can beneﬁt from learning new computational skills.
BY ESTHER LANDHUIS

A
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ing community of bioinformatics-savvy
researchers are now available to help scientists better understand available dataanalysis tools or create their own—or even
to persuade them to leave the bench altogether for a computing career.
After her struggles to identify copepod
genes involved in omega-3 fatty acid production, Rhodes went on to do two additional postdocs: at Smithsonian Marine
Station in Fort Pierce, Florida, and at
Texas A&M University–Corpus Christi.
Knee-deep in computational analyses by
then, she returned to school and completed a master’s degree in bioinformatics at Johns Hopkins University in 2012.
Rhodes, who is now a researcher and
bioinformatics trainer at Oregon State
University, wasn’t alone in choosing to
make this career shift. A recent survey
by the jobs and recruiting site Glassdoor.

com rated “data scientist” as the best job
of 2016, and in 2012 Harvard Business
Review called it the “sexiest job of the 21st
century.” But even if you’re not looking to
change paths, a little bioinformatics knowhow can still be helpful in the lab.

Collaborate with coders
As an immunology postdoc at Virginia Tech, Raquel Hontecillas-Magarzo
worked with mice and did molecular biology experiments. She then spent two years
doing benchwork at the Spanish Institute
for Research and Agriculture in Madrid
before returning to Virginia Tech’s Biocomplexity Institute as an assistant professor. So when the university assembled a
team to develop computational models for
studying human immunity to gut pathogens, Hontecillas-Magarzo was tapped for
her expertise in experimental design. The
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delaide Rhodes had no idea a tiny
crustacean would fuel such a big
career shift. About a decade ago,
as a postdoc at the University of Washington, she was researching copepods—
microscopic organisms that convert unsaturated fatty acids into the omega-3 fats
that make salmon a healthy meal. They’re
“what fish eat to get fat,” Rhodes says. During an aquaculture boom, she began hunting for genes involved in the fat-converting
process. Trouble was, very few researchers
studied copepod genetics. Back in 2005,
Rhodes’s searches for “copepod and lipids”
on the DNA Data Bank of Japan, European
Nucleotide Archive, and GenBank yielded
no results. When she searched “crustacean,” she got a list of some 50 genes, but
none were related to lipid metabolism.
Undeterred, Rhodes broadened her
search to include insect genes, then designed
primer sets and ran countless PCR assays to
check if those same genes were found in
copepods. She also went around at meetings asking other researchers if they had
copepod data or sequences to share. Rhodes
eventually identified two potential copepod
desaturases—enzymes that introduce double bonds into fatty acid chains. However,
she couldn’t confirm whether those genes
are specific to copepods, because there
weren’t enough publicly available crustacean genomes for comparison.
These days, she wouldn’t have that
problem. When researchers identify a new
genomic sequence, they can use modern
computing and bioinformatics tools to
check for its presence in related species’
genomes with just a few keystrokes. And
as technical advances yield unmanageable amounts of data across diverse fields,
more wet-lab scientists are turning to bioinformatics to make sense of their results.
Online courses, workshops, and a grow-

You don’t need to be an
expert in computational tools
or bioinformatics or math.

SHAWN O’NEIL

—Raquel Hontecillas-Magarzo,
Virginia Tech

team included life scientists, physicists,
bioinformaticians, and software engineers—about a 50:50 mix of experimental and computational researchers.
At a weeklong symposium on computational immunity in summer 2014, Hontecillas-Magarzo and other immunologists
learned how computational tools could
deepen their analysis of wet-lab data and
suggest new hypotheses that might not
seem intuitive based on the literature.
Nowadays, Hontecillas-Magarzo uses
computer simulations to model the behavior of immune cells during infection by
Helicobacter pylori, a bacterium that can
cause ulcers. She and her colleagues define
the simulation’s parameters based on
experimental data—for instance, the level
of T-cell activity measured on the third
day of an H. pylori infection in a mouse.
Recently, a sensitivity analysis using this
model suggested that anti-inflammatory
macrophages may help maintain mucosal
integrity and prevent stomach epithelial
cells from dying during H. pylori infection.
These in silico analyses don’t reveal underlying mechanisms. However, they can
show that “if you change one [element], it
has a significant effect on the other,” which
helps inform decisions on what to validate in bench experiments, says Hontecillas-Magarzo. She is currently conducting
mouse studies to follow up on the macrophage/epithelial link.
Even without access to local courses
or symposia, wet-lab researchers can gain
familiarity with computational and bioinformatics methods by arranging collaborations with research groups whose
members have that expertise, suggests
Josep Bassaganya-Riera, who he directs
Virginia Tech’s Nutritional Immunology
and Molecular Medicine Laboratory,
which includes Hontecillas-Magarzo’s
lab. Researchers specifically interested
in computational immunology can

find links to books, tutorials, and other
resources at this Virginia Tech site (www.
modelingimmunity.org/education).
To analyze data with interdisciplinary teams, “you don’t need to be an
expert in computational tools or bioinformatics or math,” Hontecillas-Magarzo
says. However, “you need some level of
understanding. You need to understand
some of their terminology.”

Back to school
Kathleen Fisch, a computational biologist
at the University of California, San Diego,
got her first taste of bioinformatics from
evolutionary biologist Craig Moritz as a
University of California, Berkeley, undergraduate using geographic software to
map climatic niches of hummingbirds.
But it wasn’t formal instruction. “He’d
say, ‘Here are some data points. Go play
with the software,’” Fisch says. Then, while
working on her PhD at UC Davis, Fisch
continued dabbling with computational
tools—using a program called Structure to
detect population structure from microsatellite DNA markers and SPAGeDi (Spatial Pattern Analysis of Genetic Diversity)
to assess the genetic diversity of endangered smelt populations in the San Francisco Bay Delta.
But those software packages were
developed by others; Fisch wanted to
create her own. She started by learning
Python and R, two widely used programming languages. “I bought a bunch of
books and hardly looked at them,” Fisch

BUGGING OUT: Emily Bellis, an Oregon State

University graduate student, discusses methods
to sort sequences belonging to different organisms in symbiotic systems at the Bioinformatics
Users Group (BUG) biweekly lunchtime meeting.

jokes. Instead, she immersed herself in
online courses through Coursera. Five
days a week, Fisch logged onto Coursera
to watch lectures, puzzle over problems,
and get feedback from fellow students.
At first the “computational stuff seems
intimidating,” says Fisch, “but it’s totally
within your grasp if you have time to dedicate to it.” (The Python and R classes were
free when Fisch took them five years ago,
though Coursera now charges $79–$99
per course for similar offerings. Upon
successful completion, students earn electronic course certificates that can be added
to their LinkedIn profile.)
Researchers can also learn computational basics by attending Data Carpentry and Software Carpentry courses. Software Carpentry runs about 100 two-day
workshops around the world each year,
teaching core skills for research computing through short tutorials and practical exercises. All instruction is done via
live coding. While Software Carpentry
is mostly aimed at researchers who are
already doing some data analysis and
programming, its sister organization,
Data Carpentry, is good for those who are
just beginning the transition from spreadsheets to R, Python, and command-line
data analysis.
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With more computational skills under
her belt, Fisch decided to leave the bench
entirely and work with Scripps Research
Institute bioinformatician Andrew Su,
whose lab builds and applies tools to use
crowdsourcing for genetics and genomics. As a Scripps postdoc, Fisch learned
how to analyze next-generation sequencing data on different platforms and has
collaborated with multiple research
groups on projects ranging from precision medicine studies in breast cancer to
systems biology analyses of osteoarthritis.
“Working with lots of PIs and collaborators, I was able to get exposed to pretty
much all the next-gen sequencing types,”
Fisch says. In the fall of 2014, she took a
job at UC San Diego, where she currently
works at the Institute of Genomic Medicine developing an open-source platform
to automate multi-omics data analysis
pipelines on computer clusters and in
the cloud.

Community support
As she began taking Coursera classes to
learn Python and R, Fisch also turned
to help from colleagues and an online
community forum called StackOverflow, where she picked up the basics of
a command-line language called bash.
Although self-teaching on a “need to

know” basis was probably not as comprehensive as a formal college course, “it
was enough to get me off the ground,”
Fisch told The Scientist. The collection
of Python “recipes” on GitHub.com, a
public code repository, is another good
resource for bioinformatics code snippets and concepts.
Another postdoc in Su’s lab at Scripps,
Tim Putman, also waded into bioinformatics with help from a supportive community. When he began his PhD research
at Oregon State University (OSU) in
2010, Putman conducted cell biology
experiments to study the pathogenesis
of Chlamydia infection. But sequencing
bacterial genomes and doing comparative genomics quickly hooked Putman
on the analysis side of the research. To
do that kind of work, he needed to navigate the Linux environment to pull files
from other servers, extract the data he
wanted, and run Python and R scripts to
reformat the results to work with the lab’s
algorithms.
Putman picked up some commandline basics from other members of his
lab. He also took a Python workshop
offered on campus through OSU’s Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing. Another big help was OSU’s bioinformatics users group (BUG). This group

of life scientists, bioinformaticians, computer scientists, mathematicians, and
engineers meets every other week to chat
over lunch about metagenomics, structured query language (SQL), and other
computational challenges. The primary
goal of BUG is “getting people into the
same room to chat about what they’re
learning and what they’re struggling
with,” says Shawn O’Neill, one of OSU’s
bioinformatics trainers.
Indeed, Putman sometimes found
others in the room who had answers
for his nagging problems. “A big thing
I learned from BUG people was how to
configure and debug the command-line
tools and set up my environment,” he
says. “This can be a big hurdle to someone new to computer science.”
UC Davis also provides opportunities
for bioinformaticians to share struggles
and solutions, through a forum called the
Data Intensive Biology program. The sessions are organized by Titus Brown, a key
leader of a grassroots movement to have
bioinformaticians train each other. Some
of the discussions are broadcast online,
so that interested researchers outside the
UC Davis campus can participate. And
some attendees, including Rhodes, meet
periodically to hash out new course materials and teaching methodologies.
It was during one of these UC Davis
workshops that Rhodes learned about
several techniques for hybrid de novo
assembly of Illumina data. So when
she returned to OSU and Putman complained to her that there were no reference sequences with which to align his
own bacterial genomes, she encouraged
him to look into new tools. “It was great
because she was out learning about cutting edge stuff from the leaders in the field
and then bringing it back to researchers
at OSU,” Putman says.
Now at Scripps, Putman is putting
his bioinformatics experiences to good

SUMMER CRAM: In 2014, the Center for Mod-

eling Immunity to Enteric Pathogens (MIEP) at
Virginia Tech hosted a Modeling Mucosal Immunity summer symposium that combined morning
lectures with afternoon hands-on work.
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MODELING IMMUNITY: Adria Carbo, then a
PhD student at Virginia Tech, gives a talk on
modeling CD4+ T cell differentiation at the MIEP
summer symposium.

use, working with colleagues to build a
web interface application that will allow
researchers to explore how their gene of
interest is connected to proteins, drugs,
enzymatic substrates, and microbes hosted
in Wikidata, a community-curated database for many types of structured data.
Users will also be able to use the application to add their own microbial data to the
database. Reflecting on his career journey, Putman feels fortunate to have had so
many resources to guide his transition from
the bench to bioinformatics. “For what I’m
doing now, it’s more typical to have a computer science background,” he says.
Rhodes, too, is grateful for the little crustaceans that nudged her toward computational research. “I feel my switch to bioinformatics has enabled me to ask bigger and

more interesting questions than before,”
she says. “I still hope to answer my original research question about how copepods
produce highly unsaturated omega-3 fatty
acids, but I now have the ability to ask even

FOLLOW
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more compelling questions touching on biodiversity, adaptation, and evolution.” J
Esther Landhuis is a freelance science
writer living in the San Francisco Bay Area.

AFRICAN UNION RESEARCH GRANTS: 2016 OPEN CALL FOR PROPOSALS
Reference: [HRST/ST/AURG-II/CALL1/2016]
The African Union Commission is seeking proposals for
research in Africa focusing on the thematic area: Food,
Nutrition Security and Sustainable Agriculture (FNSSA)
with a focus on Sustainable Intensification as articulated
within the Africa’s Science Technology and Innovation
Strategy-2024 adopted by the AU Executive Council decision
EX.CL/839(XXV), which addresses aspirations identified under
the Agenda 2063 and Priority area 3 on Human development
of the EU-Africa partnership under the implementation
mechanisms of the EU-Africa HLPD for STI. The programme
is financed through financing assistance from the European
Commission Pan-African Programme (PanAf ).
The full Guidelines for Applicants, Application form and other
supporting documents are available for downloading from
the Internet Site http://au.int/en/AURG
The deadline for submission of proposals is 17 August 2016
at 1700 hours (+3 GMT) Addis Ababa.
Contact: Programme Management Unit of the
African Union Research Grant
Department of HRST
African Union Commission
P. O. Box 3243
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Email: research-info@africa-union.org
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Sugar and Society
What the biomedical community gets wrong
about race and metabolic syndrome
BY ANTHONY RYAN HATCH

A

frican Americans experience
perennially high rates of chronic
metabolic disease, premature death, and prolonged disability. For
decades, explaining the social patterning
of health inequalities has been the purview of social epidemiology, a field that has
increasingly featured biological and genetic
measurements alongside social classifications such as race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and economic class. In this intermingling of the biological and social, scientists
can transform the social into the biological and back again. Race is a conceptual
medium through which complex social
relations can be morphed into biological
truths in both explicit and implicit ways.
Why does race continue to be quantified as a biological phenomenon? This
question tests the premise that biology
provides the proper scientific language
with which we ought to define race, and
that the individual human body is the
right place to sort out the meaning of race.
As social and life scientists continue
to debate the appropriate epistemological
house for the concept of race, the social
structures of racism continue to shape
the unequal distribution of disease in the
United States and around the world.
In my book, Blood Sugar: Racial Pharmacology and Food Justice in Black America, I investigate the historical embroidery
of race and metabolic syndrome in a range
of life science disciplines. Metabolic syndrome is a biomedical concept that encompasses the major risk factors for heart disease, diabetes, and stroke. While metabolic
syndrome has a diagnostic code in the International Classification of Diseases, I argue
that the group of components describing the
syndrome is a statistical construction that
biomedical researchers apply to individuals
and racial groups as if it is a material thing.
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My book examines the attachment of racial
associations to the science of metabolic syndrome. How do biomedical researchers,
perhaps unwittingly, reproduce outmoded
biological concepts of race in explaining differential risks of metabolic syndrome in narrowly defined groups?
One noteworthy example of explicit
racialization of metabolic syndrome lies in
the empirical definitions of the syndrome.
In 2009, the International Diabetes Federation, the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute, the American Heart Association, the World Heart Federation, the
International Atherosclerosis Society, and
the International Association for the Study
of Obesity jointly produced a definition of
metabolic syndrome that called for analysts assessing one risk factor to use groupspecific thresholds for high waist circumference for particular racial (and gender)
groups (Circulation, 120:1640-45, 2009).
Their definition of population groups hinges
upon country and/or region of origin (e.g., a
group called “Europids” have one threshold,
“Caucasians” another, and “China” has yet
another). What on earth is a Europid?
Such language harkens back to so-called
scientific theories of race that were used to
justify systematic subordination of particular groups, otherwise known as scientific
racism. The consortium exposes the racial
logic of its technique by severing ethnicity
from culture and place, by defining group
membership regardless of where a person from a particular ethnic group lives at
the time of their assessment, and by ignoring how those people define themselves.
Race does not impact health through place
of birth or some vague notion of ancestral
essence. Rather, race positions individuals
or groups in social systems that unequally
allocate resources that are necessary for
good health and longevity.

University of Minnesota Press, March 2016

Unfortunately, metabolic syndrome
researchers have not thought through
the historical and political implications
of using racial classifications in their
research. This is not to say that these people are racists—that is not the point at all.
We need metabolic syndrome researchers
thinking about racial inequality in ways
that don’t unwittingly reproduce meanings of race that interpret extreme racial
inequalities as a product of an inherent
nature or heritability. Human genetic heterogeneity may be linked to disease risk,
but race does not map onto meaningful patterns of genetic heterogeneity. We
need scholars of race thinking about the
implications of biomedicine and health
injustice for contemporary racism. Taken
together, we should be considering our
global metabolic health inequalities in the
context of political social science, not antiquated biomedicine. J
Anthony Ryan Hatch is an assistant professor of science in society at Wesleyan University. Read an excerpt from Blood Sugar:
Racial Pharmacology and Food Justice in
Black America at the-scientist.com.

CAPSULE REVIEWS

Serendipity: An Ecologist’s Quest
to Understand Nature
James A. Estes
University of California Press, May 2016
Part memoir and part
ecology primer, Serendipity—the latest book from
celebrated marine ecologist James Estes—is an
insightful reminder that
when observing nature,
there is always much more than meets
the eye. Estes relates his epiphany that
apex predators play key roles in kelp forest ecosystems, an insight he gleaned in
1971 while studying sea otters in Alaskan
waters. “In the absence of sea otter predation, sea urchins had increased in size
and number, and the larger and more
abundant urchins had eaten the kelp,” he
writes. “This was my ‘aha moment,’ a profound realization that would set a path
for the remainder of my life.”
Estes took that revelation and ran
with it, building a conceptual framework
and a career that would see him apply his
understanding of ecology to numerous
marine ecosystems around the world. His
message in Serendipity is clear: the complexities of the natural world will only
be revealed to thoughtful, dedicated scientists who seek not only to catalog and
observe nature, but to truly understand it.
Complexity: The Evolution
of Earth’s Biodiversity and
the Future of Humanity
William C. Burger
Prometheus Books, June 2016
Another accomplished
biologist, William Burger,
curator emeritus at Chicago’s Field Museum of Natural History, has written
a fascinating book about
evolution and the future
of our planet at the hands of its most
successful—and destructive—species. In
Complexity, Burger describes the intricate interplay between species that took
Earth’s biota from single to multicellu-

lar organisms, resulting in the evolution
of all manner of biological complexity
and the rich tapestry of biodiversity that
blankets the Earth today.
Central to Burger’s sweeping history
of life on Earth is the theme of cooperation. From endosymbiosis to the development of cooperative species such as ants
and bees, working together is a hallmark
of biology, he explains.
And interaction between species and
individuals continues to mold the fate
of our planet. Human culture helped us
become a dominant species, but overconsumption and continuing conflict now
threaten the very fabric of our world.
Burger is not optimistic: “Regrettably, I
am a pessimist who sees modern industrial society as unsustainable and ‘human
nature’ incapable of diminishing its biological and cultural appetites,” he writes.
“Also, I’m worried that, since people
cause trouble, more people will inevitably
cause more trouble.”
The Human Superorganism: How
the Microbiome Is Revolutionizing
the Pursuit of a Healthy Life
Rodney Dietert
Dutton, July 2016
With each passing day,
researchers are learning
more about the intricate
ways that humans interact
with our microbial copilots. And now, immunologist Rodney Dietert has
written a definitive book on what we know
and what we have yet to discover about
the fascinating world of our microbiome.
In The Human Superorganism,
Dietert expresses the view that wellmeaning medical science has gotten it
wrong for decades. “Wonderful scientific
discoveries significantly reduced infant
mortality, lengthened life spans, and
drove medical technologies,” he writes.
“However, the fundamental approach to
human biology behind these advances
unintentionally ushered in an epidemic
of diseases afflicting humanity in the
twenty-first century.” By treating the

human body as a pure organism and
by focusing so intently on the human
genome, biologists failed to appreciate
the fact that individuals are not pure—
nor are they individual.
Dietert argues that the rash of noncommunicable diseases—cancer, obesity, and others—that plagues humanity
is a direct result of this misplaced perspective. He advocates for a perceptual
shift in which humans are viewed more
like ecosystems that support a teeming
microcosm of microbial partners.
Love and Ruin: Tales of Obsession,
Danger, and Heartbreak from
The Atavist Magazine
Edited by Evan Ratliff
W.W. Norton & Company, July 2016
From the Web pages of
The Atavist magazine
comes this compendium
of award-winning, longform nonfiction, edited
by Evan Ratliff, who
cofounded the Atavist
multimedia publishing platform in 2009.
The centerpiece of Love and Ruin is
the story of the same name, which won
the 2014 National Magazine Award for
best feature writing. That piece, written
by James Verini, touches on the imperiled archeological artifacts of war-torn
Afghanistan, but other stories in the book
focus more squarely on the life sciences.
Leslie Jamison’s “52 Blue” is a story
about the trials and tribulations of
marine biologists and the blue whale
who sang at a frequency (52 hertz) that
made his song unhearable by his fellow
leviathans. And the story nicely encapsulates what sets writing in The Atavist
apart from the quick-hit click bait that
has become so common in online news.
Jamison explores the people and personalities behind the science. She takes time
to describe in vivid detail their motivations, challenges, and triumphs. Readers
are sure to feel as much, if not more, for
the story’s human devotees of the whale
as they are for the hapless cetacean itself.
—Bob Grant
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Your Partner in Immunotherapy Research
Lonza is committed to supporting
immunotherapy research by providing
cells, media, and both large- and smallvolume transfection solutions to help your
transition from research to therapy. If you’re
ready for the clinic, our cell therapy services
could prove to be the solution for successful
development, manufacturing and testing
of your cell-based therapeutics.

System for DNA Damage Measurement
CometChip®

Contact us today for more information.

• This high-throughput platform is developed
to simultaneously treat and measure DNA
damage induced by different treatments,
or among different cell types on a single slide
using the Comet assay
• Extends the productivity of the 96-well format
Comet Assay even further
• A single 96-well CometChip®can produce
20,000 data points per chip, based on an average
of 208 cells imaged per well

LONZA WALKERSVILLE, INC.
1-800-521-0390
scientiﬁc.support@lonza.com
www.lonza.com/immunotherapy

AMSBIO
www.amsbio.com/comet-chip.aspx

New Stand-Alone Imager
for Gels and Blots
The new ChemiDoc-ItTS3 Imager is an upgradeable,
chemiluminescence imager for high sensitivity
imaging of Western blots, gels, dyes and stains. It is
a stand-alone system with an integrated 15.6 touch
screen, which includes UVP's TS3 Software for
automated, image acquisition, and enhancement.
The imager features a choice of deeply cooled,
cameras and lenses for high performance image
capture in low light applications.

iPSC-Derived Astrocyte Kits
• New options include the iPSC-Derived
Astrocyte Progenitor Kit and iPSC-Derived
Mature Astrocyte Kit
• Include cryopreserved cells, optimized
media, and supplements
• Offer researchers a complete culture
system that is easy to use and promotes
long-term cell viability for use in disease
modeling and drug discovery applications

UVP, LLC
(800) 452-6788
info@uvp.com
http://www.uvp.com

AXOL BIOSCIENCE
www.axolbio.com

Celase® GMP For Adipose
Stem Cell Isolation

Label-Free Automated Cell
Migration Assay

Celase® GMP, an avian and mammalian tissue-free
collagenase and neutral protease blend produced
under GMP by Cytori, is now available from
Worthington for adipose stem cell isolation.
A single, sterile vial digests up to 280g of adipose
tissue with best-in-class GMP quality and shelf life
up to 72 months. Currently included in human IDE
applications approved by the U.S. FDA.

The ECIS (Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance
Sensing) Wound Healing Assay replaces the
traditional “scratch” or “scrape” assay. Instead
of disrupting the cell layer mechanically with
a toothpick, needle or pipette tip and following
the migration of cells to “heal” the wound
with a microscope, electric signals are used to
both wound and monitor the healing process.
Additionally, the ECM protein coating on the
electrode is not damaged (or modiﬁed) if using
the electric fence method.

WORTHINGTON BIOCHEMICAL CORP.
730 Vassar Ave, Lakewood, NJ 08701
Ph: 800.445.9603/732.942.1660 • Fax: 800.368.3108/732.942.9270
Worthington-Biochem.com
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WINNER
B-to-B, Full issue-Science
July 2014

HONORABLE
MENTION
B-to-B, News Coverage

We are pleased to announce that The Scientist
won a 2015 FOLIO Eddie award for our
July 2014 issue and garnered an honorable
mention in the Eddies Digital category for
our online news coverage. FOLIO awards are
presented annually and the Eddies recognize
editorial excellence.

FOUNDATIONS

Myth Becomes Reality, 1874
BY CATHERINE OFFORD
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27-foot-long body over a curtain rod above
what will he pay for the entire thing?’”
n Portugal Cove, Newfoundland, a small
the bathtub. He arranged its tentacles, set
Frank says. “The answer was also $10.”
fishing boat was attacked in the fall of
up a photograph of the cephalopod hangHarvey took the specimen back to
1873. One of the boat’s occupants—so
ing from the rail, and then relegated the
his house at 3 Devon Row and draped its
the story goes—saw vast tentacles rising
animal to a vat of brine in the
up from the water and, in an
back yard.
act of heroism, hacked a couNews of the squid quickly
ple off. Boat freed, the fisherspread, and “around the globe,
men headed back to shore.
Harvey’s photograph was
The anglers fed one tenimmediately, even by scientacle to a dog, according to
tists, referred to as ‘the probsome accounts; the other,
lem of the giant squid,’” Frank
measuring 19 feet in length,
says. “The problem, of course,
they carried to nearby St.
was that now it was real.”
John’s, to the home of minWhile scientists attempted
ister and amateur naturalist
to reconcile this bizarre creaMoses Harvey. “Harvey was
ture with their view of the aniPresbyterian Irish, incredimal kingdom, others, includbly homesick for Ireland, and
ing American showman and
had lost himself in all things
circus founder P.T. Barnum,
natural,” says Matthew Gavin
began bidding for the carcass.
Frank, who explored HarIn the end, Harvey sent
vey’s life and essays on Newhis squid to Yale University
foundland’s flora and fauna
zoologist Addison Emery Verin his 2014 book Preparing
rill, who was horrified by the
the Ghost. “He was known in
specimen’s condition, Frank
St. John’s in the mid- and late
says. “The carcass had shrunk,
1800s as just being crazy after
desiccated a bit, and some of
all things from the land and
the suckers had fallen off.” But
the sea.” Harvey bought the
Verrill went on to publish the
tentacle for $10, says Frank,
world’s first accurate illustraand estimated the creature it
tions and descriptions of this
came from to be 72 feet long.
hitherto mythical creature.
A subject of cautionStill today, nearly 150 years
ary tales rather than scienafter the photograph was taken,
tific inquiry, the giant squid
little is known about the ecolwas still very much considogy of the giant squid. Rarely
ered part of mythology, Frank
seen in action, this animal
says. But the following year,
lives at depths of more than
another group of fisherman
LAID OUT: The ﬁrst photograph of most of a giant squid, now displayed
500 meters (1,640 feet), and
in Logy Bay near St. John’s
in the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History, was taken for
resists even the most dedicated
port brought Harvey someamateur naturalist Moses Harvey of St. John’s, Newfoundland, in 1874.
researchers’ attempts to find it.
thing unequivocally convincThe 27-foot-long carcass (along with this photo of its arms draped on a
“The photograph stands as a
ing: a whole giant squid that
rail over a bathtub) made its way to zoologist Addison Emery Verrill, who
took detailed notes on the specimen. “The tub is 38½ inches in diameter,”
testament to the fact that this
had died thrashing in their
he noted on the image. “On the club of the long arm there is a marginal
thing still remains, so many
nets. “These fisherman had
row of small suckers on each side alternating with the larger ones.” Harvey
years out, so incredibly mysteriobviously heard that Harvey
displayed more awe. “I knew that I had in my possession what all the
ous,” says Frank. “It’s a source of
had paid $10 for a tentacle
savants in the world did not,” he wrote in his journal. “A photograph could
both frustration and wonder.” J
and thought, ‘Well, goodness,
not lie and would silence the gainsayers.”
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